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7s RE- (again, back) 

REACTED ACDEERT REACT, to respond to stimulus [v] 

REACTOR ACEORRT one that reacts (to respond to stimulus) [n -S] 

READAPT AADEPRT to adapt again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

READDED ADDDEER READD, to add again [v] 

READMIT ADEIMRT to admit again [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

READOPT ADEOPRT to adopt again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

READORN ADENORR to adorn again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REAFFIX AEFFIRX to affix again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REALIGN AEGILNR to align again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REALLOT AELLORT to allot again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REALTER AEELRRT to alter again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REANNEX AEENNRX to annex again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REAPPLY AELPPRY to apply again [v -LIED, -ING, -LIES] 

REARMED ADEEMRR REARM, to arm again [v] 

REAVAIL AAEILRV to avail again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REAVOWS AEORSVW REAVOW, to avow again [v] 

REAWAKE AAEEKRW to awake again [v -D, -WOKE , WOKEN, -KING, -S] 

REBAITS ABEIRST REBAIT, to bait again [v] 

REBASED ABDEERS REBASE, to set new foundation for something [v] 

REBASES ABEERSS REBASE, to set new foundation for something [v] 

REBATED ABDEERT REBATE, to deduct or return from payment or bill [v] 

REBATER ABEERRT one that rebates (to deduct or return from payment or bill) [n -S] 

REBATES ABEERST REBATE, to deduct or return from payment or bill [v] 

REBEGIN BEEGINR to begin again [v -GAN, -GUN, -NNING, -S] 

REBILLS BEILLRS REBILL, to bill again [v] 

REBINDS BDEINRS REBIND, to bind again [v] 

REBIRTH BEHIRRT new or second birth [n -S] 

REBLEND BDEELNR to blend again [v -ED, -NT, -ING, -S] 

REBLOOM BELMOOR to bloom again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REBOARD ABDEORR to board again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REBOILS BEILORS REBOIL, to boil again [v] 

REBOOKS BEKOORS REBOOK, to book again [v] 

REBOOTS BEOORST REBOOT, to boot again [v] 

REBORED BDEEORR REBORE, to bore again [v] 

REBORES BEEORRS REBORE, to bore again [v] 

REBOUND BDENORU REBIND, to bind again [v] / to spring back [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REBRAND ABDENRR to change corporate image of company [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REBREED BDEEERR to breed again [v -RED, -ING, -S] 

REBUFFS BEFFRSU REBUFF, to reject or refuse curtly [v] 

REBUILD BDEILRU to build again [v -ED, -LT, -ING, -S] 

REBUKED BDEEKRU REBUKE, to criticize sharply [v] 

REBUKER BEEKRRU one that rebukes (to criticize sharply) [n -S] 

REBUKES BEEKRSU REBUKE, to criticize sharply [v] 

RECALLS ACELLRS RECALL, to call back [v] 

RECANED ACDEENR RECANE, to cane again [v] 

RECANES ACEENRS RECANE, to cane again [v] 
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RECANTS ACENRST RECANT, to make formal retraction or disavowal of [v] 

RECARRY ACERRRY to carry again [v -RRIED, -RRIES, -ING] 

RECASTS ACERSST RECAST, to cast again [v] 

RECEDED CDDEEER RECEDE, to move back or away [v] 

RECEDES CDEEERS RECEDE, to move back or away [v] 

RECEIPT CEEIPRT to mark as having been paid [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RECEIVE CEEEIRV to come into possession of [v -D,-VING, -S] 

RECEPTS CEEPRST RECEPT, type of mental image [n] 

RECHART ACEHRRT to chart again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RECHEAT ACEEHRT hunting call [n -S] 

RECHECK CCEEHKR to check again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RECHEWS CEEHRSW RECHEW, to chew again [v] 

RECITAL ACEILRT detailed account [n -S] 

RECITED CDEEIRT RECITE, to declaim or say from memory [v] 

RECITER CEEIRRT one that recites (to declaim or say from memory) [n -S] 

RECITES CEEIRST RECITE, to declaim or say from memory [v] 

RECLADS ACDELRS RECLAD, RECLOTHE, to clothe again [v] 

RECLAIM ACEILMR to make suitable for cultivation or habitation [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RECLAME ACEELMR publicity [n -S] 

RECLASP ACELPRS to clasp again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RECLEAN ACEELNR to clean again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RECLINE CEEILNR to lean or lie back [v -D, -NING, -S] 

RECLUSE CEELRSU one who lives in solitude and seclusion [n -S] 

RECOALS ACELORS RECOAL, to coal again [v] 

RECOATS ACEORST RECOAT, to coat again [v] 

RECOCKS CCEKORS RECOCK, to cock again [v] 

RECODED CDDEEOR RECODE, to code again [v] 

RECODES CDEEORS RECODE, to code again [v] 

RECOILS CEILORS RECOIL, to draw back in fear or disgust [v] 

RECOINS CEINORS RECOIN, to coin again [v] 

RECOLOR CELOORR to color again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RECOMBS BCEMORS RECOMB, to comb again [v] 

RECOOKS CEKOORS RECOOK, to cook again [v] 

RECORDS CDEORRS RECORD, to set down for preservation [v] 

RECORKS CEKORRS RECORK, to cork again [v] 

RECOUNT CENORTU to relate in detail [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RECOUPE CEEOPRU divided twice [adj] 

RECOUPS CEOPRSU RECOUP, to get back equivalent of [v] 

RECOVER CEEORRV to obtain again after losing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RECRATE ACEERRT to crate again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RECROSS CEORRSS to cross again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RECROWN CENORRW to crown again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RECRUIT CEIRRTU to engage for military service [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RECURVE CEERRUV to curve backward or downward [v -D, -VING, -S] 

RECUSAL ACELRSU act of recusing (to disqualify or challenge as judge in particular case) [n -S] 

RECUSED CDEERSU RECUSE, to disqualify or challenge as judge in particular case [v] 

RECUSES CEERSSU RECUSE, to disqualify or challenge as judge in particular case [v] 
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RECYCLE CCEELRY to process in order to extract useful materials [v -D, -LING, -S] 

REDACTS ACDERST REDACT, to prepare for publication [v] 

REDATED ADDEERT REDATE, to date again [v] 

REDATES ADEERST REDATE, to date again [v] 

REDEEMS DEEEMRS REDEEM, to buy back [v] 

REDIALS ADEILRS REDIAL, to dial again [v] 

REDOCKS CDEKORS REDOCK, to dock again [v] 

REDOING DEGINOR REDO, to do again [v] 

REDOUBT BDEORTU enclosed fortification [n -S] 

REDOUND DDENORU to have effect [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REDOXES DEEORSX REDOX, type of chemical reaction [n] 

REDRAFT ADEFRRT to make revised copy of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REDRAWN ADENRRW REDRAW, to draw again [v] 

REDRAWS ADERRSW REDRAW, to draw again [v] 

REDREAM ADEEMRR to dream again [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

REDRESS DEERRSS to set right [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REDRIED DDEEIRR REDRY, to dry again [v] 

REDRIES DEEIRRS REDRY, to dry again [v] 

REDRILL DEILLRR to drill again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REDRIVE DEEIRRV to drive again [v -N, -ROVE, -VING, -S] 

REDUCED CDDEERU REDUCE, to diminish (to lessen (to make or become less)) [v] 

REDUCER CDEERRU one that reduces (to diminish (to lessen)) [n -S] 

REDUCES CDEERSU REDUCE, to diminish (to lessen (to make or become less)) [v] 

REEARNS AEENRRS REEARN, to earn again [v] 

REEDIFY DEEFIRY to rebuild (to build again) [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

REEDITS DEEIRST REEDIT, to edit again [v] 

REEJECT CEEEJRT to eject again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REELECT CEEELRT to elect again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REEMITS EEIMRST REEMIT, to emit again [v] 

REENACT ACEENRT to enact again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REENDOW DEENORW to endow again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REENJOY EEJNORY to enjoy again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REENTER EEENRRT to enter again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REENTRY EENRRTY new or second entry [n -RIES] 

REEQUIP EEIPQRU to equip again [v –PPED, -PPING, -S] 

REERECT CEEERRT to erect again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REEVOKE EEEKORV to evoke again [v -D, -KING, -S] 

REEXPEL EEELPRX to expel again [v -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

REFACED ACDEEFR REFACE, to repair outer surface of [v] 

REFACES ACEEFRS REFACE, to repair outer surface of [v] 

REFALLS AEFLLRS REFALL, to fall again [v] 

REFECTS CEEFRST REFECT, to refresh with food and drink [v] 

REFEEDS DEEEFRS REFEED, to feed again [v] 

REFEELS EEEFLRS REFEEL, to feel again [v] 

REFENCE CEEEFNR to fence again [v -D, -CING, -S] 

REFIGHT EFGHIRT to fight again [v -FOUGHT, -ING, -S] 

REFILED DEEFILR REFILE, to file again [v] 
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REFILES EEFILRS REFILE, to file again [v] 

REFILLS EFILLRS REFILL, to fill again [v] 

REFILMS EFILMRS REFILM, to film again [v] 

REFINDS DEFINRS REFIND, to find again [v] 

REFINED DEEFINR REFINE, to free from impurities [v] 

REFINER EEFINRR one that refines (to free from impurities) [n -S] 

REFINES EEFINRS REFINE, to free from impurities [v] 

REFIRED DEEFIRR REFIRE, to fire again [v] 

REFIRES EEFIRRS REFIRE, to fire again [v] 

REFIXED DEEFIRX REFIX, to fix again [v] 

REFIXES EEFIRSX REFIX, to fix again [v] 

REFLAGS AEFGLRS REFLAG, to give new nationality to (ship) [v] 

REFLATE AEEFLRT to inflate again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

REFLECT CEEFLRT to turn or throw back from surface [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REFLETS EEFLRST REFLET, special brilliance of surface [n] 

REFLIES EEFILRS REFLY, to fly again [v] 

REFLOAT AEFLORT to float again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REFLOOD DEFLOOR to flood again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REFLOWN EFLNORW REFLY, to fly again [v] 

REFLOWS EFLORSW REFLOW, to flow again [v] 

REFOCUS CEFORSU to focus again [v -ED, -SSED, -ING, -SSING, -S] 

REFOLDS DEFLORS REFOLD, to fold again [v] 

REFORGE EEFGORR to forge again [v -D, -GING, -S] 

REFORMS EFMORRS REFORM, to change to better state [v] 

REFOUND DEFNORU REFIND, to find again [v] / to found again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REFRACT ACEFRRT to deflect in particular manner, as ray of light [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REFRAIN AEFINRR to keep oneself back [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REFRAME AEEFMRR to frame again [v -D, -MING, -S] 

REFRESH EEFHRRS to restore well-being and vigor of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REFRIED DEEFIRR REFRY, to fry again [v] 

REFRIES EEFIRRS REFRY, to fry again [v] 

REFRONT EFNORRT to front again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REFUELS EEFLRSU REFUEL, to fuel again [v] 

REFUGED DEEFGRU REFUGE, to give or take shelter [v] 

REFUGEE EEEFGRU one who flees for safety [n -S] 

REFUGES EEFGRSU REFUGE, to give or take shelter [v] 

REFUGIA AEFGIRU REFUGIUM, stable area during period of continental climactic change [n] 

REFUNDS DEFNRSU REFUND, to give back [v] 

REFUSAL AEFLRSU act of refusing (to express oneself as unwilling to accept, do, or comply with) [n -S] 

REFUSED DEEFRSU REFUSE, to express oneself as unwilling to accept, do, or comply with [v] 

REFUSER EEFRRSU one that refuses (to express oneself as unwilling to accept, do, or comply with) [n -S] 

REFUSES EEFRSSU REFUSE, to express oneself as unwilling to accept, do, or comply with [v] 

REFUTAL AEFLRTU act of refuting (to prove to be false or erroneous) [n -S] 

REFUTED DEEFRTU REFUTE, to prove to be false or erroneous [v] 

REFUTER EEFRRTU one that refutes (to prove to be false or erroneous) [n -S] 

REFUTES EEFRSTU REFUTE, to prove to be false or erroneous [v] 

REGAINS AEGINRS REGAIN, to gain again [v] 
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REGALED ADEEGLR REGALE, to delight (to give great pleasure to) [v] 

REGALER AEEGLRR one that regales (to delight (to give great pleasure to)) [n -S] 

REGALES AEEGLRS REGALE, to delight (to give great pleasure to) [v] 

REGALIA AAEGILR rights and privileges of king [n REGALIA] 

REGARDS ADEGRRS REGARD, to look upon with particular feeling [v] 

REGAUGE AEEGGRU to gauge again [v -D, -GING, -S] 

REGEARS AEEGRRS REGEAR, to gear again [v] 

REGIFTS EFGIRST REGIFT, to give gift one has received to someone else [v] 

REGILDS DEGILRS REGILD, to gild again [v] 

REGIVEN EEGINRV REGIVE, to give again [v] 

REGIVES EEGIRSV REGIVE, to give again [v] 

REGLAZE AEEGLRZ to glaze again [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

REGLOSS EGLORSS to gloss again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REGLOWS EGLORSW REGLOW, to glow again [v] 

REGLUED DEEGLRU REGLUE, to glue again [v] 

REGLUES EEGLRSU REGLUE, to glue again [v] 

REGORGE EEGGORR to vomit (to eject contents of stomach through mouth) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

REGRADE ADEEGRR to grade again [v -D, -DING, -S] 

REGRAFT AEFGRRT to graft again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REGRANT AEGNRRT to grant again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REGRATE AEEGRRT to buy up in order to sell for higher price in same area [v -D, -TING, -S] 

REGREEN EEEGNRR to green again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REGREET EEEGRRT to greet in return [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REGRESS EEGRRSS to go back [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REGRETS EEGRRST REGRET, to look back upon with sorrow or remorse [v] 

REGRIND DEGINRR to grind again [v -ROUND, -ING, -S] 

REGROOM EGMOORR to groom again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REGROUP EGOPRRU to group again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REGROWN EGNORRW REGROW, to grow again [v] 

REGROWS EGORRSW REGROW, to grow again [v] 

REHANGS AEGHNRS REHANG, to hang again [v] 

REHEARD ADEEHRR REHEAR, to hear again [v] 

REHEARS AEEHRRS REHEAR, to hear again [v] 

REHEATS AEEHRST REHEAT, to heat again [v] 

REHEELS EEEHLRS REHEEL, to heel again [v] 

REHINGE EEGHINR to hinge again [v -D, -GING, -S] 

REHIRED DEEHIRR REHIRE, to hire again [v] 

REHIRES EEHIRRS REHIRE, to hire again [v] 

REHOUSE EEHORSU to establish in new housing unit [v -D, -SING, -S] 

REIMAGE AEEGIMR to image again [v -D, -GING, -S] 

REINCUR CEINRRU to incur again [v -RRED, -RRING, -S] 

REINDEX DEEINRX to index again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REINKED DEEIKNR REINK, to ink again [v] 

REINTER EEINRRT to inter again [v -RRED, -RRING, -S] 

REISSUE EEIRSSU to issue again [v -D, -UING, -S] 

REJECTS CEEJRST REJECT, to refuse to accept, consider, or make use of [v] 

REJOICE CEEIJOR to feel joyful [v -D, -CING, -S] 
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REJOINS EIJNORS REJOIN, to join again [v] 

REJUDGE DEEGJRU to judge again [v -D, -GING, -S] 

REKEYED DEEEKRY REKEY, to key again [v] 

REKNITS EIKNRST REKNIT, to knit again [v] 

REKNOTS EKNORST REKNOT, to knot again [v] 

RELABEL ABEELLR to label again [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

RELACED ACDEELR RELACE, to lace again [v] 

RELACES ACEELRS RELACE, to lace again [v] 

RELANDS ADELNRS RELAND, to land again [v] 

RELAPSE AEELPRS to fall or slip back into former state [v -D, -SING, -S] 

RELATED ADEELRT RELATE, to give account of [v] 

RELATER AEELRRT one that relates (to give account of) [n -S] 

RELATES AEELRST RELATE, to give account of [v] 

RELATOR AELORRT relater (one that relates (to give account of)) [n -S] 

RELAXED ADEELRX RELAX, to make less tense or rigid [v] 

RELAXER AEELRRX one that relaxes (to make less tense or rigid) [n -S] 

RELAXES AEELRSX RELAX, to make less tense or rigid [v] 

RELAXIN AEILNRX female hormone [n -S] 

RELAYED ADEELRY RELAY, to lay again [v] 

RELEARN AEELNRR to learn again [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

RELEASE AEEELRS to set free [v -D, -SING, -S] 

RELENDS DEELNRS RELEND, to lend again [v] 

RELENTS EELNRST RELENT, RELEND, to lend again [v] 

RELEVES EEELRSV RELEVE, raising onto toe in ballet [n] 

RELIEFS EEFILRS RELIEF, aid in form of money or necessities [n] 

RELIERS EEILRRS RELIER, one that relies (to place trust or confidence) [n] 

RELIEVE EEEILRV to lessen or free from pain or discomfort [v -D, -VING, -S] 

RELIEVO EEILORV projection of figures or forms from flat background [n -S] 

RELIGHT EGHILRT to light again [v [v RELIT, -ED, -ING, -S] 

RELINED DEEILNR RELINE, to line again [v] 

RELINES EEILNRS RELINE, to line again [v] 

RELINKS EIKLNRS RELINK, to link again [v] 

RELISTS EILRSST RELIST, to list again [v] 

RELIVED DEEILRV RELIVE, to experience again [v] 

RELIVES EEILRSV RELIVE, to experience again [v] 

RELOADS ADELORS RELOAD, to load again [v] 

RELOANS AELNORS RELOAN, to loan again [v] 

RELOCKS CEKLORS RELOCK, to lock again [v] 

RELOOKS EKLOORS RELOOK, to look again [v] 

RELUCTS CELRSTU RELUCT, to show opposition [v] 

RELUMED DEELMRU RELUME, to light again [v] 

RELUMES EELMRSU RELUME, to light again [v] 

RELYING EGILNRY RELY, to place trust or confidence [v] 

REMAILS AEILMRS REMAIL, to mail again [v] 

REMAINS AEIMNRS REMAIN, to continue in same state [v] 

REMAKER AEEKMRR one that remakes (to make again) [n -S] 

REMAKES AEEKMRS REMAKE, to make again [v] 
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REMANDS ADEMNRS REMAND, to send back [v] 

REMARKS AEKMRRS REMARK, to say or write briefly or casually [v] 

REMARRY AEMRRRY to marry again [v -RRIED, -ING, -RRIES] 

REMATCH ACEHMRT to match again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REMATED ADEEMRT REMATE, to mate again [v] 

REMATES AEEMRST REMATE, to mate again [v] 

REMEETS EEEMRST REMEET, to meet again [v] 

REMELTS EELMRST REMELT, to melt again [v] 

REMENDS DEEMNRS REMEND, to mend again [v] 

REMERGE EEEGMRR to merge again [v -D, -GING, -S] 

REMIGES EEGIMRS REMEX, flight feather of bird's wing [n] 

REMINDS DEIMNRS REMIND, to cause to remember [v] 

REMINTS EIMNRST REMINT, to melt down and make into new coin [v] 

REMISED DEEIMRS REMISE, to give up claim to [v] 

REMISES EEIMRSS REMISE, to give up claim to [v] 

REMIXED DEEIMRX REMIX, to mix again [v] 

REMIXER EEIMRRX one that remixes (as recording) [n -S] 

REMIXES EEIMRSX REMIX, to mix again [v] 

REMODEL DEELMOR to make over [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

REMOLDS DELMORS REMOLD, to mold again [v] 

REMORSE EEMORRS deep anguish caused by sense of guilt [n -S] 

REMOTER EEMORRT REMOTE, situated far away [adj] 

REMOTES EEMORST REMOTE, broadcast originating outside studio [n] 

REMOULD DELMORU to mould again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REMOUNT EMNORTU to mount again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REMOVAL AELMORV act of removing (to take or move away) [n -S] 

REMOVED DEEMORV REMOVE, to take or move away [v] 

REMOVER EEMORRV one that removes (to take or move away) [n -S] 

REMOVES EEMORSV REMOVE, to take or move away [v] 

RENAILS AEILNRS RENAIL, to nail again [v] 

RENAMED ADEEMNR RENAME, to name again [v] 

RENAMES AEEMNRS RENAME, to name again [v] 

RENEGED DEEEGNR RENEGE, to fail to carry out promise or commitment [v] 

RENEGER EEEGNRR one that reneges (to fail to carry out promise or commitment) [n -S] 

RENEGES EEEGNRS RENEGE, to fail to carry out promise or commitment [v] 

RENEGUE EEEGNRU to renege (to fail to carry out promise or commitment) [v -D, -UING, -S] 

RENESTS EENRSST RENEST, to nest again [v] 

RENEWAL AEELNRW act of renewing (to make new or as if new again) [n -S] 

RENEWED DEEENRW RENEW, to make new or as if new again [v] 

RENEWER EEENRRW one that renews (to make new or as if new again) [n -S] 

RENOWNS ENNORSW RENOWN, to make famous [v] 

REOCCUR CCEORRU to occur again [v -RRED, -RRING, -S] 

REOFFER EEFFORR to offer for public sale [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REOILED DEEILOR REOIL, to oil again [v] 

REOPENS EENOPRS REOPEN, to open again [v] 

REORDER DEEORRR to order again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REORGED DEEGORR REORG, to reorganize (to organize again) [v] 
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REPACKS ACEKPRS REPACK, to pack again [v] 

REPAINT AEINPRT to paint again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REPAIRS AEIPRRS REPAIR, to restore to good condition [v] 

REPANEL AEELNPR to panel again [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

REPAPER AEEPPRR to paper again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REPARKS AEKPRRS REPARK, to park again [v] 

REPASTS AEPRSST REPAST, to eat or feast [v] 

REPATCH ACEHPRT to patch again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REPAVED ADEEPRV REPAVE, to pave again [v] 

REPAVES AEEPRSV REPAVE, to pave again [v] 

REPEALS AEELPRS REPEAL, to revoke (to annul by taking back) [v] 

REPEATS AEEPRST REPEAT, to say or do again [v] 

REPENTS EENPRST REPENT, to feel remorse or self-reproach for past action [v] 

REPERKS EEKPRRS REPERK, to perk again [v] 

REPINED DEEINPR REPINE, to express discontent [v] 

REPINER EEINPRR one that repines (to express discontent) [n -S] 

REPINES EEINPRS REPINE, to express discontent [v] 

REPLACE ACEELPR to take place of [v -D, -CING, -S] 

REPLANS AELNPRS REPLAN, to plan again [v] 

REPLANT AELNPRT to plant again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REPLATE AEELPRT to plate again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

REPLAYS AELPRSY REPLAY, to play again [v] 

REPLEAD ADEELPR to plead again [v -LED, -ED, -DING, -S] 

REPLEVY EELPRVY to regain possession of by legal action [v -VIED, -ING, -VIES] 

REPLICA ACEILPR close copy or reproduction [n -S] 

REPLIED DEEILPR REPLY, to answer (to say, write, or act in return) [v] 

REPLIER EEILPRR one that replies (to answer (to say, write, or act in return)) [n -S] 

REPLIES EEILPRS REPLY, to answer (to say, write, or act in return) [v] 

REPLOTS ELOPRST REPLOT, to plot again [v] 

REPLOWS ELOPRSW REPLOW, to plow again [v] 

REPLUMB BELMPRU to plumb again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REPOINT EINOPRT to point again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REPOLLS ELLOPRS REPOLL, to poll again [v] 

REPORTS EOPRRST REPORT, to give account of [v] 

REPOSAL AELOPRS act of reposing (to lie at rest) [n -S] 

REPOSED DEEOPRS REPOSE, to lie at rest [v] 

REPOSER EEOPRRS one that reposes (to lie at rest) [n -S] 

REPOSES EEOPRSS REPOSE, to lie at rest [v] 

REPOSIT EIOPRST to put away [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REPOURS EOPRRSU REPOUR, to pour again [v] 

REPOWER EEOPRRW to power again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REPRESS EEPRRSS to keep under control [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REPRICE CEEIPRR to price again [v -D, -CING, -S] 

REPRINT EINPRRT to print again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REPRISE EEIPRRS to take back by force [v -D, -SING, -S] 

REPROBE BEEOPRR to probe again [v -D, -BING, -S] 

REPROOF EFOOPRR criticism for fault [n -S] 
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REPROVE EEOPRRV to rebuke (to criticize sharply) [v -D, -VING, -S] 

REPUGNS EGNPRSU REPUGN, to oppose (to be in contention or conflict with) [v] 

REPULSE EELPRSU to drive back [v -D, -SING, -S] 

REPUMPS EMPPRSU REPUMP, to pump again [v] 

REPUTED DEEPRTU REPUTE, to consider to be as specified [v] 

REPUTES EEPRSTU REPUTE, to consider to be as specified [v] 

REQUEST EEQRSTU to express desire for [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REQUIRE EEIQRRU to have need of [v -D, -RING, -S] 

REQUITE EEIQRTU to make equivalent return for [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RERACKS ACEKRRS RERACK, to rack again [v] 

RERAISE AEEIRRS to raise again [v -D, -SING, -S] 

REREADS ADEERRS REREAD, to read again [v] 

RERENTS EENRRST RERENT, to rent again [v] 

RERISEN EEINRRS RERISE, to rise again [v] 

RERISES EEIRRSS RERISE, to rise again [v] 

REROLLS ELLORRS REROLL, to roll again [v] 

REROOFS EFOORRS REROOF, to roof again [v] 

REROUTE EEORRTU to route again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RESAILS AEILRSS RESAIL, to sail again [v] 

RESALES AEELRSS RESALE, act of selling again [n] 

RESAWED ADEERSW RESAW, RESEE, to see again [v] 

RESCALE ACEELRS to plan on new scale [v -D, -LING, -S] 

RESCIND CDEINRS to annul (to make or declare void or invalid) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESCORE CEEORRS to score again [v -D, -RING, -S] 

RESEALS AEELRSS RESEAL, to seal again [v] 

RESEATS AEERSST RESEAT, to seat again [v] 

RESECTS CEERSST RESECT, to excise part of organ or structure surgically [v] 

RESEEDS DEEERSS RESEED, to seed again [v] 

RESEEKS EEEKRSS RESEEK, to seek again [v] 

RESEIZE EEEIRSZ to seize again [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

RESELLS EELLRSS RESELL, to sell again [v] 

RESENDS DEENRSS RESEND, to send again [v] 

RESENTS EENRSST RESENT, RESEND, to send again [v] 

RESERVE EEERRSV to keep back for future use [v -D, -VING, -S] 

RESEWED DEEERSW RESEW, to sew again [v] 

RESHAPE AEEHPRS to shape again [v -D, -PING, -S] 

RESHAVE AEEHRSV to shave again [v -D, -N, -VING, -S] 

RESHINE EEHINRS to shine again [v -D, -HONE, -NING, -S] 

RESHIPS EHIPRSS RESHIP, to ship again [v] 

RESHOED DEEHORS RESHOE, to shoe again [v] 

RESHOES EEHORSS RESHOE, to shoe again [v] 

RESHOOT EHOORST to shoot again [v -HOT, -ING, -S] 

RESHOWN EHNORSW RESHOW, to show again [v] 

RESHOWS EHORSSW RESHOW, to show again [v] 

RESIDED DDEEIRS RESIDE, to dwell permanently or continuously [v] 

RESIDER DEEIRRS resident (one who resides) [n -S] 

RESIDES DEEIRSS RESIDE, to dwell permanently or continuously [v] 
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RESIDUA ADEIRSU RESIDUUM, residue (something remaining after removal of part) [n] 

RESIDUE DEEIRSU something remaining after removal of part [n -S] 

RESIFTS EFIRSST RESIFT, to sift again [v] 

RESIGHT EGHIRST to sight again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESIGNS EGINRSS RESIGN, to give up one's office or position [v] 

RESILED DEEILRS RESILE, to spring back [v] 

RESILES EEILRSS RESILE, to spring back [v] 

RESILIN EIILNRS elastic substance in cuticles of many insects [n -S] 

RESISTS EIRSSST RESIST, to strive against [v] 

RESITED DEEIRST RESITE, to site again [v] 

RESITES EEIRSST RESITE, to site again [v] 

RESIZED DEEIRSZ RESIZE, to size again [v] 

RESIZES EEIRSSZ RESIZE, to size again [v] 

RESKINS EIKNRSS RESKIN, to replace outermost layer of aircraft or motor vehicle [v] 

RESLATE AEELRST to slate again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RESMELT EELMRST to smelt again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESOAKS AEKORSS RESOAK, to soak again [v] 

RESOLED DEELORS RESOLE, to sole again [v] 

RESOLES EELORSS RESOLE, to sole again [v] 

RESOLVE EELORSV to make firm decision about [v -D, -VING, -S] 

RESORBS BEORRSS RESORB, to absorb again [v] 

RESORTS EORRSST RESORT, to go frequently or habitually [v] 

RESOUND DENORSU to make loud, long, or echoing sound [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESOWED DEEORSW RESOW, to sow again [v] 

RESPACE ACEEPRS to space again [v -D, -CING, -S] 

RESPADE ADEEPRS to spade again [v -D, -DING, -S] 

RESPEAK AEEKPRS to speak again [v [v -POKE, POKEN, -ING, -S] 

RESPECT CEEPRST to have high regard for [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESPELL EELLPRS to spell again [v -ED, -LT, -ING, -S] 

RESPELT EELPRST RESPELL, to spell again [v] 

RESPIRE EEIPRRS to breathe (to inhale and exhale air) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

RESPITE EEIPRST to relieve temporarily [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RESPLIT EILPRST to split again [v RESPLIT, -TTING, -S] 

RESPOND DENOPRS to say or act in return [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESPOOL ELOOPRS to spool again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESPOTS EOPRSST RESPOT, to spot again [v] 

RESPRAY AEPRRSY to spray again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESTACK ACEKRST to stack again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESTAFF AEFFRST to staff again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESTAGE AEEGRST to stage again [v -D, -GING, -S] 

RESTAMP AEMPRST to stamp again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESTART AERRSTT to start again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESTATE AEERSTT to state again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RESTOCK CEKORST to stock again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESTOKE EEKORST to stoke again [v -D, -KING, -S] 

RESTORE EEORRST to bring back to former or original condition [v -D, -RING, -S] 

RESTUDY DERSTUY to study again [v -DIED, -ING, -DIES] 
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RESTUFF EFFRSTU to stuff again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESTYLE EELRSTY to style again [v -D, -LING, -S] 

RESULTS ELRSSTU RESULT, to occur as consequence [v] 

RESUMED DEEMRSU RESUME, to take up again after interruption [v] 

RESUMER EEMRRSU one that resumes (to take up again after interruption) [n -S] 

RESUMES EEMRSSU RESUME, to take up again after interruption [v] 

RESURGE EEGRRSU to rise again [v -D, -GING, -S] 

RETABLE ABEELRT raised shelf above altar [n -S] 

RETABLO ABELORT retable (raised shelf above altar) [n -S] 

RETACKS ACEKRST RETACK, to tack again [v] 

RETAILS AEILRST RETAIL, to sell in small quantities [v] 

RETAINS AEINRST RETAIN, to keep possession of [v] 

RETAKEN AEEKNRT RETAKE, to take back [v] 

RETAKER AEEKRRT one that retakes (to take back) [n -S] 

RETAKES AEEKRST RETAKE, to take back [v] 

RETALLY AELLRTY to tally again [v -LLIED, -ING, -LLIES] 

RETAPED ADEEPRT RETAPE, to tape again [v] 

RETAPES AEEPRST RETAPE, to tape again [v] 

RETARDS ADERRST RETARD, to slow progress of [v] 

RETASTE AEERSTT to taste again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RETAXED ADEERTX RETAX, to tax again [v] 

RETAXES AEERSTX RETAX, to tax again [v] 

RETEACH ACEEHRT to teach again [v -TAUGHT, -ING, -ES] 

RETEAMS AEEMRST RETEAM, to team again [v] 

RETEARS AEERRST RETEAR, to tear again [v] 

RETELLS EELLRST RETELL, to tell again [v] 

RETESTS EERSSTT RETEST, to test again [v]  

RETHINK EHIKNRT to think again [v -HOUGHT, -ING, -S] 

RETILED DEEILRT RETILE, to tile again [v] 

RETILES EEILRST RETILE, to tile again [v] 

RETIMED DEEIMRT RETIME, to time again [v] 

RETIMES EEIMRST RETIME, to time again [v] 

RETINTS EINRSTT RETINT, to tint again [v] 

RETIRED DEEIRRT RETIRE, to go away or withdraw [v] 

RETIREE EEEIRRT one who has retired from his vocation [n -S] 

RETIRER EEIRRRT one that retires (to go away or withdraw) [n -S] 

RETIRES EEIRRST RETIRE, to go away or withdraw [v] 

RETITLE EEILRTT to title again [v -D, -LING, -S] 

RETOOLS ELOORST RETOOL, to reequip with tools [v] 

RETORTS EORRSTT RETORT, to answer back sharply [v] 

RETOTAL AELORTT to total again [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

RETOUCH CEHORTU to add new details or touches to [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RETRACE ACEERRT to go back over [v -D, -CING, -S] 

RETRACK ACEKRRT to track again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RETRACT ACERRTT to take back [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RETRAIN AEINRRT to train again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RETREAD ADEERRT to furnish with new tread [v -ROD, -RODDEN, -ED, -ING, -S] 
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RETREAT AEERRTT to go back or backward [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RETRIAL AEILRRT second trial [n -S] 

RETRIED DEEIRRT RETRY, to try again [v] 

RETRIES EEIRRST RETRY, to try again [v] 

RETRIMS EIMRRST RETRIM, to trim again [v] 

RETUNED DEENRTU RETUNE, to tune again [v] 

RETUNES EENRSTU RETUNE, to tune again [v] 

RETURNS ENRRSTU RETURN, to come or go back [v] 

RETWEET EEERTTW to tweet message again [v -ED, -ING, -S]  

RETWIST EIRSTTW to twist again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RETYING EGINRTY RETIE, to tie again [v] 

RETYPED DEEPRTY RETYPE, to type again [v] 

RETYPES EEPRSTY RETYPE, to type again [v] 

REUNIFY EFINRUY to unify again [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

REUNION EINNORU  reuniting of persons after separation [n -S] 

REUNITE EEINRTU to unite again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

REUSING EGINRSU REUSE, to use again [v] 

REUTTER EERRTTU to utter again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REVALUE AEELRUV to value again [v -D, -UING, -S] 

REVAMPS AEMPRSV REVAMP, to make over [v] 

REVEALS AEELRSV REVEAL, to make known [v] 

REVENGE EEEGNRV to inflict injury in return for [v -D, -GING, -S] 

REVENUE EEENRUV income of government [n -S] 

REVERBS BEERRSV REVERB, to continue in series of echoes [v] 

REVERED DEEERRV REVERE, to regard with great respect [v] 

REVERER EEERRRV one that reveres (to regard with great respect) [n -S] 

REVERES EEERRSV REVERE, to regard with great respect [v] 

REVERIE EEEIRRV daydream [n -S] 

REVERSE EEERRSV to turn or move in opposite direction [v -D, -SING, -S] 

REVERSO EEORRSV verso (left-hand page of book) [n -S] 

REVERTS EERRSTV REVERT, to return to former state [v] 

REVESTS EERSSTV REVEST, to vest again [v] 

REVIEWS EEIRSVW REVIEW, to view again [v] 

REVILED DEEILRV REVILE, to denounce with abusive language [v] 

REVILER EEILRRV one that reviles (to denounce with abusive language) [n -S] 

REVILES EEILRSV REVILE, to denounce with abusive language [v] 

REVISAL AEILRSV revision (revised version) [n -S] 

REVISED DEEIRSV REVISE, to make new or improved version of [v] 

REVISER EEIRRSV one that revises (to make new or improved version of) [n -S] 

REVISES EEIRSSV REVISE, to make new or improved version of [v] 

REVISIT EIIRSTV to visit again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REVISOR EIORRSV reviser (one that revises (to make new or improved version of)) [n -S] 

REVIVAL AEILRVV renewed attention to or interest in something [n -S] 

REVIVED DEEIRVV REVIVE, to bring back to life or consciousness [v] 

REVIVER EEIRRVV one that revives (to bring back to life or consciousness) [n -S] 

REVIVES EEIRSVV REVIVE, to bring back to life or consciousness [v] 

REVOICE CEEIORV to voice again [v -D, -CING, -S] 
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REVOKED DEEKORV REVOKE, to annul by taking back [v] 

REVOKER EEKORRV one that revokes (to annul by taking back) [n -S] 

REVOKES EEKORSV REVOKE, to annul by taking back [v] 

REVOLTS ELORSTV REVOLT, to rise up against authority [v] 

REVOLVE EELORVV to turn about axis [v -D, -VING, -S] 

REVOTED DEEORTV REVOTE, to vote again [v] 

REVOTES EEORSTV REVOTE, to vote again [v] 

REVUIST EIRSTUV writer of revues [n -S] 

REWAKED ADEEKRW REWAKE, to wake again [v] 

REWAKEN AEEKNRW to waken again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REWAKES AEEKRSW REWAKE, to wake again [v] 

REWARDS ADERRSW REWARD, to give recompense to for worthy behavior [v] 

REWARMS AEMRRSW REWARM, to warm again [v] 

REWAXED ADEERWX REWAX, to wax again [v] 

REWAXES AEERSWX REWAX, to wax again [v] 

REWEARS AEERRSW REWEAR, to wear again [v] 

REWEAVE AEEERVW to weave again [v -D, -WOVE, -WOVEN, -VING, -S] 

REWEIGH EEGHIRW to weigh again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REWELDS DEELRSW REWELD, to weld again [v] 

REWIDEN DEEINRW to widen again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REWINDS DEINRSW REWIND, to wind again [v] 

REWIRED DEEIRRW REWIRE, to wire again [v] 

REWIRES EEIRRSW REWIRE, to wire again [v] 

REWOKEN EEKNORW REWAKE, to wake again [v] 

REWORDS DEORRSW REWORD, to state again in other words [v] 

REWORKS EKORRSW REWORK, to work again [v] 

REWOUND DENORUW REWIND, to wind again [v] 

REWOVEN EENORVW REWEAVE, to weave again [v] 

REWRAPS AEPRRSW REWRAP, to wrap again [v] 

REWRAPT AEPRRTW REWRAP, to wrap again [v] 

REWRITE EEIRRTW to write again [v -TTEN, -ROTE, -TING, -S] 

REWROTE EEORRTW REWRITE, to write again [v] 

REZEROS EEORRSZ REZERO, to reset (gauge) back to zero [v] 

REZONED DEENORZ REZONE, to zone again [v] 

REZONES EENORSZ REZONE, to zone again [v] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s RE- (again, back) 

REABSORB ABBEORRS to absorb again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REACCEDE ACCDEEER to accede again [v -D, -DING, -S] 

REACCENT ACCEENRT to accent again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REACCEPT ACCEEPRT to accept again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REACCUSE ACCEERSU to accuse again [v -D, -SING, -S] 

REACTANT AACENRTT one that reacts (to respond to stimulus) [n -S] 

REACTING ACEGINRT REACT, to respond to stimulus [v] 

REACTION ACEINORT act of reacting (to respond to stimulus) [n -S] 
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REACTIVE ACEEIRTV tending to react [adj] 

READDICT ACDDEIRT to addict again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

READDING ADDEGINR READD, to add again [v] 

READJUST ADEJRSTU to adjust again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

READYING ADEGINRY READY, to make ready [v] 

REAFFIRM AEFFIMRR to affirm again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REANOINT AEINNORT to anoint again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REAPPEAR AAEEPPRR to appear again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REARMING AEGIMNRR REARM, to arm again [v] 

REARMOST AEMORRST coming or situated last [adj] 

REAROUSE AEEORRSU to arouse again [v -D, -SING, -S] 

REARREST AEERRRST to arrest again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REASCEND ACDEENRS to ascend again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REASCENT ACEENRST new or second ascent [n -S] 

REASSAIL AAEILRSS to assail again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REASSERT AEERRSST to assert again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REASSESS AEERSSSS to assess again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REASSIGN AEGINRSS to assign again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REASSORT AEORRSST to assort again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REASSUME AEEMRSSU to assume again [v -D, -MING, -S] 

REASSURE AEERRSSU to assure again [v -D, -RING, -S] 

REATTACH AACEHRTT to attach again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REATTACK AACEKRTT to attack again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REATTAIN AAEINRTT to attain again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REAVOWED ADEEORVW REAVOW, to avow again [v] 

REBAITED ABDEEIRT REBAIT, to bait again [v] 

REBASING ABEGINRS REBASE, to set new foundation for something [v] 

REBATING ABEGINRT REBATE, to deduct or return from payment or bill [v] 

REBIDDEN BDDEEINR REBID, to bid again [v] 

REBILLED BDEEILLR REBILL, to bill again [v] 

REBODIED BDDEEIOR REBODY, to body again [v] 

REBODIES BDEEIORS REBODY, to body again [v] 

REBOILED BDEEILOR REBOIL, to boil again [v] 

REBOOKED BDEEKOOR REBOOK, to book again [v] 

REBOOTED BDEEOORT REBOOT, to boot again [v] 

REBORING BEGINORR REBORE, to bore again [v] 

REBOTTLE BEELORTT to bottle again [v -D, -LING, -S] 

REBOUGHT BEGHORTU REBUY, to buy again [v] 

REBRANCH ABCEHNRR to form secondary branches [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REBUFFED BDEEFFRU REBUFF, to reject or refuse curtly [v] 

REBUKING BEGIKNRU REBUKE, to criticize sharply [v] 

REBURIAL ABEILRRU second burial [n -S] 

REBURIED BDEEIRRU REBURY, to bury again [v] 

REBURIES BEEIRRSU REBURY, to bury again [v] 

REBUTTAL ABELRTTU argument or proof that rebuts [n -S] 

REBUTTED BDEERTTU REBUT, to refute (to prove to be false or erroneous) [v] 

REBUTTER BEERRTTU one that rebuts (to refute (to prove to be false or erroneous)) [n -S] 
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REBUTTON BENORTTU to button again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REBUYING BEGINRUY REBUY, to buy again [v] 

RECALLED ACDEELLR RECALL, to call back [v] 

RECALLER ACEELLRR one that recalls (to call back) [n -S] 

RECANING ACEGINNR RECANE, to cane again [v] 

RECANTED ACDEENRT RECANT, to make formal retraction or disavowal of [v] 

RECANTER ACEENRRT one that recants (to make formal retraction or disavowal of) [n -S] 

RECAPPED ACDEEPPR RECAP, to review by brief summary [v] 

RECARPET ACEEPRRT to carpet again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RECCEING CCEEGINR RECCE, to reconnoiter [v] 

RECEDING CDEEGINR RECEDE, to move back or away [v] 

RECEIVER CEEEIRRV one that receives (to come into possession of) [n -S] 

RECEMENT CEEEMNRT to cement again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RECENSOR CEENORRS to censor again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RECENTER CEEENRRT RECENT, of or pertaining to time not long past [adj] 

RECEPTOR CEEOPRRT nerve ending specialized to receive stimuli [n -S] 

RECESSED CDEEERSS RECESS, to place in receding space or hollow [v] 

RECESSES CEEERSSS RECESS, to place in receding space or hollow [v] 

RECHANGE ACEEGHNR to change again [v -D, -GING, -S] 

RECHARGE ACEEGHRR to charge again [v -D, -GING, -S] 

RECHEWED CDEEEHRW RECHEW, to chew again [v] 

RECHOOSE CEEHOORS to choose again [v , -HOSE, -HOSEN, -SING, -S] 

RECIRCLE CCEEILRR to circle again [v -D, -LING, -S] 

RECISION CEIINORS cancellation [n -S] 

RECITING CEGIINRT RECITE, to declaim or say from memory [v] 

RECLINER CEEILNRR one that reclines (to lean or lie back) [n -S] 

RECLOTHE CEEHLORT to clothe again [v -LAD, -D, -HING, -S] 

RECOALED ACDEELOR RECOAL, to coal again [v] 

RECOATED ACDEEORT RECOAT, to coat again [v] 

RECOCKED CCDEEKOR RECOCK, to cock again [v] 

RECODIFY CDEFIORY to codify again [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

RECODING CDEGINOR RECODE, to code again [v] 

RECOILED CDEEILOR RECOIL, to draw back in fear or disgust [v] 

RECOILER CEEILORR one that recoils (to draw back in fear or disgust) [n -S] 

RECOINED CDEEINOR RECOIN, to coin again [v] 

RECOLOUR CELOORRU to colour again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RECOMBED BCDEEMOR RECOMB, to comb again [v] 

RECOMMIT CEIMMORT to commit again [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

RECONFER CEEFNORR to confer again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RECONNED CDEENNOR RECON, to reconnoiter [v] 

RECONVEY CEENORVY to convey back to previous position [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RECOPIED CDEEIOPR RECOPY, to copy again [v] 

RECOPIES CEEIOPRS RECOPY, to copy again [v] 

RECORDED CDDEEORR RECORD, to set down for preservation [v] 

RECORDER CDEEORRR one that records (to set down for preservation) [n -S] 

RECORKED CDEEKORR RECORK, to cork again [v] 

RECOUPED CDEEOPRU RECOUP, to get back equivalent of [v] 
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RECOUPLE CEELOPRU to couple again [v -D, -LING, -S] 

RECOURSE CEEORRSU turning or applying to someone or something for aid [n -S] 

RECOVERY CEEORRVY economic upturn [n -RIES] 

RECREANT ACEENRRT coward (one who lacks courage (quality that enables one to face danger fearlessly; spirit)) [n -S] 

RECREATE ACEEERRT to refresh mentally or physically [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RECURRED CDEERRRU RECUR, to happen again [v] 

RECUSANT ACENRSTU one who refuses to accept established authority [n -S] 

RECUSING CEGINRSU RECUSE, to disqualify or challenge as judge in particular case [v] 

RECYCLER CCEELRRY one that recycles (to process in order to extract useful materials) [n -S] 

REDACTED ACDDEERT REDACT, to prepare for publication [v] 

REDACTOR ACDEORRT one that redacts (to prepare for publication) [n -S] 

REDAMAGE AADEEGMR to damage again [v -D, -GING, -S] 

REDARGUE ADEEGRRU to disprove (to refute (to prove to be false or erroneous)) [v -D, -UING, -S] 

REDATING ADEGINRT REDATE, to date again [v] 

REDECIDE CDDEEEIR to decide again [v -D, -DING, -S] 

REDEEMED DDEEEEMR REDEEM, to buy back [v] 

REDEEMER DEEEEMRR one that redeems (to buy back) [n -S] 

REDEFEAT ADEEEFRT to defeat again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REDEFECT CDEEEFRT to defect again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REDEFIED DDEEEFIR REDEFY, to defy again [v] 

REDEFIES DEEEFIRS REDEFY, to defy again [v] 

REDEFINE DEEEFINR to define again [v -D, -NING, -S] 

REDEMAND ADDEEMNR to demand again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REDENIED DDEEEINR REDENY, to deny again [v] 

REDENIES DEEEINRS REDENY, to deny again [v] 

REDEPLOY DEELOPRY to deploy again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REDESIGN DEEGINRS to design again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REDIALED ADDEEILR REDIAL, to dial again [v] 

REDIGEST DEEGIRST to digest again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REDIPPED DDEEIPPR REDIP, to dip again [v] 

REDIRECT CDEEIRRT to change course or direction of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REDIVIDE DDEEIIRV to divide again [v -D, -VING, -S] 

REDOCKED CDDEEKOR REDOCK, to dock again [v] 

REDONNED DDEENNOR REDON, to don again [v] 

REDOUBLE BDEELORU to double (to make twice as great) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

REDRAWER ADEERRRW one that redraws (to draw again) [n -S] 

REDRYING DEGINRRY REDRY, to dry again [v] 

REDUBBED BBDDEERU REDUB, to dub again [v] 

REDUCING CDEGINRU REDUCE, to diminish (to lessen (to make or become less)) [v] 

REDUCTOR CDEORRTU apparatus for reduction of metallic ions in solution [n -S] 

REDYEING DEEGINRY REDYE, to dye again [v] 

REEARNED ADEEENRR REEARN, to earn again [v] 

REEDITED DDEEEIRT REEDIT, to edit again [v] 

REEMBARK ABEEKMRR to embark again [v -DIED, -ING, -DIES] 

REEMBODY BDEEMORY to embody again [v -D, -VING, -S] 

REEMERGE EEEEGMRR to emerge again [v -D, -GING, -S] 

REEMPLOY EELMOPRY to employ again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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REENGAGE AEEEGGNR to engage again [v -D, -GING, -S] 

REENLIST EEILNRST to enlist again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REENROLL EELLNORR to enroll again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REEXPORT EEOPRRTX to export again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REEXPOSE EEEOPRSX to expose again [v -D, -SING, -S] 

REFACING ACEFGINR REFACE, to repair outer surface of [v] 

REFALLEN AEEFLLNR REFALL, to fall again [v] 

REFASTEN AEEFNRST to fasten again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REFECTED CDEEEFRT REFECT, to refresh with food and drink [v] 

REFELLED DEEEFLLR REFEL, to reject (to refuse to accept, consider, or make use of) [v] 

REFIGURE EEFGIRRU to figure again [v -D, -RING, -S] 

REFILING EFGIILNR REFILE, to file again [v] 

REFILLED DEEFILLR REFILL, to fill again [v] 

REFILMED DEEFILMR REFILM, to film again [v] 

REFILTER EEFILRRT to filter again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REFINERY EEFINRRY place where crude material is refined [n -RIES] 

REFINING EFGIINNR process of removing impurities from something [n -S] / REFINE, to free from impurities [v] 

REFINISH EFHIINRS to give new surface to [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REFIRING EFGIINRR REFIRE, to fire again [v] 

REFITTED DEEFIRTT REFIT, to prepare and equip for additional use [v] 

REFIXING EFGIINRX REFIX, to fix again [v] 

REFLEXED DEEEFLRX REFLEX, to bend back [v] 

REFLEXES EEEFLRSX REFLEX, to bend back [v] 

REFLEXLY EEFLLRXY in reflexed manner [adv] 

REFLOWED DEEFLORW REFLOW, to flow again [v] 

REFLOWER EEFLORRW to flower again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REFLUENT EEFLNRTU flowing back [adj] 

REFLUXED DEEFLRUX REFLUX, to cause to flow back [v] 

REFLUXES EEFLRSUX REFLUX, to cause to flow back [v] 

REFLYING EFGILNRY REFLY, to fly again [v] 

REFOLDED DDEEFLOR REFOLD, to fold again [v] 

REFOREST EEFORRST to replant with trees [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REFORMAT AEFMORRT to format again [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

REFORMED DEEFMORR REFORM, to change to better state [v] 

REFORMER EEFMORRR one that reforms (to change to better state) [n -S] 

REFREEZE EEEEFRRZ to freeze again [v -ROZE, -ROZEN, -ZING, -S] 

REFRYING EFGINRRY REFRY, to fry again [v] 

REFUELED DEEEFLRU REFUEL, to fuel again [v] 

REFUGING EFGGINRU REFUGE, to give or take shelter [v] 

REFUGIUM EFGIMRUU stable area during period of continental climactic change [n -IA] 

REFUNDED DDEEFNRU REFUND, to give back [v] 

REFUNDER DEEFNRRU one that refunds (to give back) [n -S] 

REFUSING EFGINRSU REFUSE, to express oneself as unwilling to accept, do, or comply with [v] 

REFUSNIK EFIKNRSU Soviet citizen who was refused permission to emigrate [n -S] 

REFUTING EFGINRTU REFUTE, to prove to be false or erroneous [v] 

REGAINED ADEEGINR REGAIN, to gain again [v] 

REGAINER AEEGINRR one that regains (to gain again) [n -S] 
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REGALING AEGGILNR REGALE, to delight (to give great pleasure to) [v] 

REGALITY AEGILRTY regal authority [n -TIES] 

REGARDED ADDEEGRR REGARD, to look upon with particular feeling [v] 

REGATHER AEEGHRRT to gather again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REGEARED ADEEEGRR REGEAR, to gear again [v] 

REGELATE AEEEGLRT to refreeze ice by reducing pressure [v -D, -TING, -S] 

REGIFTED DEEFGIRT REGIFT, to give gift one has received to someone else [v] 

REGIFTER EEFGIRRT one that regifts (to give gift one has received to someone else) [n -S] 

REGILDED DDEEGILR REGILD, to gild again [v] 

REGIVING EGGIINRV REGIVE, to give again [v] 

REGLOWED DEEGLORW REGLOW, to glow again [v] 

REGLUING EGGILNRU REGLUE, to glue again [v] 

REGROOVE EEGOORRV to groove again [v -D, -VING, -S] 

REGROWTH EGHORRTW new or second growth [n -S] 

REHABBED ABBDEEHR REHAB, to restore to good condition [v] 

REHABBER ABBEEHRR one that rehabs (to restore to good condition) [n -S] 

REHAMMER AEEHMMRR to hammer again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REHANDLE ADEEHLNR to handle again [v -D, -LING, -S] 

REHANGED ADEEGHNR REHANG, to hang again [v] 

REHARDEN ADEEHNRR to harden again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REHASHED ADEEHHRS REHASH, to hash again [v] 

REHASHES AEEHHRSS REHASH, to hash again [v] 

REHEARSE AEEEHRRS to practice in preparation for public appearance [v -D, -SING, -S] 

REHEATED ADEEEHRT REHEAT, to heat again [v] 

REHEATER AEEEHRRT one that reheats (to heat again) [n -S] 

REHEELED DEEEEHLR REHEEL, to heel again [v] 

REHEMMED DEEEHMMR REHEM, to hem again [v] 

REHIRING EGHIINRR REHIRE, to hire again [v] 

REIFYING EFGIINRY REIFY, to regard as real or concrete [v] 

REIGNING EGGIINNR REIGN, to exercise sovereign power [v] 

REIGNITE EEGIINRT to ignite again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

REIMPORT EIMOPRRT to import again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REIMPOSE EEIMOPRS to impose again [v -D, -SING, -S] 

REINCITE CEEIINRT to incite again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

REINDICT CDEIINRT to indict again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REINDUCE CDEEINRU to induce again [v -D, -CING, -S] 

REINDUCT CDEINRTU to induct again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REINFECT CEEFINRT to infect again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REINFORM EFIMNORR to inform again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REINFUSE EEFINRSU to infuse again [v -D, -SING, -S] 

REINJECT CEEIJNRT to inject again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REINJURE EEIJNRRU to injure again [v -D, -RING, -S] 

REINJURY EIJNRRUY second injury [n -RIES] 

REINKING EGIIKNNR REINK, to ink again [v] 

REINSERT EEINRRST to insert again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REINSURE EEINRRSU to insure again [v -D, -RING, -S] 

REINVADE ADEEINRV to invade again [v -D, -DING, -S] 
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REINVENT EEINNRTV to invent again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REINVEST EEINRSTV to invest again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REINVITE EEIINRTV to invite again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

REINVOKE EEIKNORV to invoke again [v -D, -KING, -S] 

REISSUER EEIRRSSU one that reissues (to issue again) [n -S] 

REJACKET ACEEJKRT to jacket again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REJECTED CDEEEJRT REJECT, to refuse to accept, consider, or make use of [v] 

REJECTEE CEEEEJRT one that is rejected [n -S] 

REJECTER CEEEJRRT one that rejects (to refuse to accept, consider, or make use of) [n -S] 

REJECTOR CEEJORRT rejecter (one that rejects (to refuse to accept, consider, or make use of)) [n -S] 

REJIGGED DEEGGIJR REJIG, to rejigger (to alter (to make different)) [v] 

REJIGGER EEGGIJRR to alter (to make different) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REJOICER CEEIJORR one that rejoices (to feel joyful) [n -S] 

REJOINED DEEIJNOR REJOIN, to join again [v] 

REJUGGLE EEGGJLRU to juggle again [v -D, -LING, -S] 

REKEYING EEGIKNRY REKEY, to key again [v] 

REKINDLE DEEIKLNR to kindle again [v -D, -LING, -S] 

RELACING ACEGILNR RELACE, to lace again [v] 

RELANDED ADDEELNR RELAND, to land again [v] 

RELAPSER AEELPRRS one that relapses (to fall or slip back into former state) [n -S] 

RELATING AEGILNRT RELATE, to give account of [v] 

RELATION AEILNORT significant association between two or more things [n -S] 

RELATIVE AEEILRTV one who is connected with another by blood or marriage [n -S]  

RELAUNCH ACEHLNRU to launch again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RELAXANT AAELNRTX drug that relieves muscular tension [n -S] 

RELAXING AEGILNRX RELAX, to make less tense or rigid [v] 

RELAYING AEGILNRY RELAY, to lay again [v] 

RELEASEE AEEEELRS one that is released [n -S] 

RELEASER AEEELRRS one that releases (to set free) [n -S] 

RELEASOR AEELORRS releaser (one that releases (to set free)) [n -S] 

RELEGATE AEEEGLRT to assign (to set apart for particular purpose) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RELETTER EEELRRTT to letter again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RELIABLE ABEEILLR one that can be relied on [n -S] 

RELIABLY ABEILLRY in manner that can be relied on [adv] 

RELIANCE ACEEILNR confident or trustful dependence [n -S] 

RELIEVER EEEILRRV one that relieves (to lessen or free from pain or discomfort) [n -S] 

RELINING EGIILNNR RELINE, to line again [v] 

RELINKED DEEIKLNR RELINK, to link again [v] 

RELISHED DEEHILRS RELISH, to enjoy (to receive pleasure from) [v] 

RELISHES EEHILRSS RELISH, to enjoy (to receive pleasure from) [v] 

RELISTED DEEILRST RELIST, to list again [v] 

RELISTEN EEILNRST to listen again [v -ED, -ING, -S]  

RELIVING EGIILNRV RELIVE, to experience again [v] 

RELOADED ADDEELOR RELOAD, to load again [v] 

RELOADER ADEELORR one that reloads (to load again) [n -S] 

RELOANED ADEELNOR RELOAN, to loan again [v] 

RELOCATE ACEELORT to establish in new place [v -D, -TING, -S] 
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RELOCKED CDEEKLOR RELOCK, to lock again [v] 

RELOOKED DEEKLOOR RELOOK, to look again [v] 

RELUCENT CEELNRTU reflecting light [adj] 

RELUCTED CDEELRTU RELUCT, to show opposition [v] 

RELUMINE EEILMNRU to relume (to light again) [v -D, -NING, -S] 

RELUMING EGILMNRU RELUME, to light again [v] 

REMAILED ADEEILMR REMAIL, to mail again [v] 

REMAILER AEEILMRR Internet service that forwards email anonymously [n -S] 

REMAINED ADEEIMNR REMAIN, to continue in same state [v] 

REMAKING AEGIKMNR REMAKE, to make again [v] 

REMANDED ADDEEMNR REMAND, to send back [v] 

REMANENT AEEMNNRT remaining [adj] 

REMANNED ADEEMNNR REMAN, to furnish with fresh supply of men [v] 

REMAPPED ADEEMPPR REMAP, to map again [v] 

REMARKED ADEEKMRR REMARK, to say or write briefly or casually [v] 

REMARKER AEEKMRRR one that remarks (to say or write briefly or casually) [n -S] 

REMARKET AEEKMRRT to market again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REMARQUE AEEMQRRU mark made in margin of engraved plate [n -S] 

REMASTER AEEMRRST to master again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REMATING AEGIMNRT REMATE, to mate again [v] 

REMEDIAL ADEEILMR intended to correct something [adj] 

REMEDIED DDEEEIMR REMEDY, to relieve or cure [v] 

REMEDIES DEEEIMRS REMEDY, to relieve or cure [v] 

REMELTED DEEELMRT REMELT, to melt again [v] 

REMEMBER BEEEMMRR to bring to mind again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REMENDED DDEEEMNR REMEND, to mend again [v] 

REMINDED DDEEIMNR REMIND, to cause to remember [v] 

REMINDER DEEIMNRR one that reminds (to cause to remember) [n -S] 

REMINTED DEEIMNRT REMINT, to melt down and make into new coin [v] 

REMISING EGIIMNRS REMISE, to give up claim to [v] 

REMISSLY EILMRSSY REMISS, careless (inattentive; negligent) [adv] 

REMITTAL AEILMRTT act of remitting (to send money in payment) [n -S] 

REMITTED DEEIMRTT REMIT, to send money in payment [v] 

REMITTER EEIMRRTT one that remits (to send money in payment) [n -S] 

REMITTOR EIMORRTT remitter (one that remits (to send money in payment)) [n -S] 

REMIXING EGIIMNRX REMIX, to mix again [v] 

REMODIFY DEFIMORY to modify again [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

REMOLDED DDEELMOR REMOLD, to mold again [v] 

REMOTELY EELMORTY REMOTE, situated far away [adv] 

REMOTEST EEMORSTT REMOTE, situated far away [adj] 

REMOTION EIMNOORT act of removing (to take or move away) [n -S] 

REMOVING EGIMNORV REMOVE, to take or move away [v] 

RENAILED ADEEILNR RENAIL, to nail again [v] 

RENAMING AEGIMNNR RENAME, to name again [v] 

RENATURE AEENRRTU to restore natural qualities [v -D, -RING, -S] 

RENDERED DDEEENRR RENDER, to cause to be or become [v] 

RENEGING EEGGINNR RENEGE, to fail to carry out promise or commitment [v] 
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RENEWALS AEELNRSW RENEWAL, act of renewing (to make new or as if new again) [n] 

RENEWING EEGINNRW RENEW, to make new or as if new again [v] 

RENIGGED DEEGGINR RENIG, to renege (to fail to carry out promise or commitment) [v] 

RENOTIFY EFINORTY to notify again [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

RENOUNCE CEENNORU to disown (to deny ownership of) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

RENOVATE AEENORTV to make like new [v -D, -VING, -S] 

RENOWNED DEENNORW RENOWN, to make famous [v] 

RENUMBER BEEMNRRU to number again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REOBJECT BCEEJORT to object again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REOBTAIN ABEINORT to obtain again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REOCCUPY CCEOPRUY to occupy again [v -PIED, -ING, -PIES] 

REOFFEND DEEFFNOR to offend again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REOILING EGIILNOR REOIL, to oil again [v] 

REOPENED DEEENOPR REOPEN, to open again [v] 

REOPPOSE EEOOPPRS to oppose again [v -D, -SING, -S] 

REORDAIN ADEINORR to ordain again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REORGING EGGINORR REORG, to reorganize (to organize again) [v] 

REORIENT EEINORRT to orient again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REOUTFIT EFIORTTU to outfit again [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

REPACIFY ACEFIPRY to pacify again [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

REPACKED ACDEEKPR REPACK, to pack again [v] 

REPAIRED ADEEIPRR REPAIR, to restore to good condition [v] 

REPAIRER AEEIPRRR one that repairs (to restore to good condition) [n -S] 

REPANDLY ADELNPRY REPAND, having wavy margin [adv] 

REPARKED ADEEKPRR REPARK, to park again [v] 

REPARTEE AEEEPRRT quick, witty reply [n -S] 

REPASSED ADEEPRSS REPASS, to pass again [v] 

REPASSES AEEPRSSS REPASS, to pass again [v] 

REPAVING AEGINPRV REPAVE, to pave again [v] 

REPAYING AEGINPRY REPAY, to pay back [v] 

REPEALED ADEEELPR REPEAL, to revoke (to annul by taking back) [v] 

REPEALER AEEELPRR one that repeals (to revoke (to annul by taking back)) [n -S] 

REPEATED ADEEEPRT REPEAT, to say or do again [v] 

REPEATER AEEEPRRT one that repeats (to say or do again) [n -S] 

REPEGGED DEEEGGPR REPEG, to peg again [v] 

REPELLED DEEELLPR REPEL, to drive back [v] 

REPELLER EEELLPRR one that repels (to drive back) [n -S] 

REPENTED DEEENPRT REPENT, to feel remorse or self-reproach for past action [v] 

REPENTER EEENPRRT one that repents (to feel remorse or self-reproach for past action) [n -S] 

REPEOPLE EEELOPPR to people again [v -D, -LING, -S] 

REPERKED DEEEKPRR REPERK, to perk again [v] 

REPETEND DEEENPRT phrase or sound that is repeated [n -S] 

REPHRASE AEEHPRRS to phrase again [v -D, -SING, -S] 

REPINING EGIINNPR REPINE, to express discontent [v] 

REPINNED DEEINNPR REPIN, to pin again [v] 

REPLACER ACEELPRR one that replaces (to take place of) [n -S] 

REPLAYED ADEELPRY REPLAY, to play again [v] 
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REPLEDGE DEEEGLPR to pledge again [v -D, -GING, -S] 

REPLEVIN EEILNPRV to replevy (to regain possession of by legal action) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REPLICON CEILNOPR section of nucleic* acid that replicates as unit [n -S] 

REPLOWED DEELOPRW REPLOW, to plow again [v] 

REPLUNGE EEGLNPRU to plunge again [v -D, -GING, -S] 

REPLYING EGILNPRY REPLY, to answer (to say, write, or act in return) [v] 

REPOLISH EHILOPRS to polish again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REPOLLED DEELLOPR REPOLL, to poll again [v] 

REPORTED DEEOPRRT REPORT, to give account of [v] 

REPORTER EEOPRRRT one that reports (to give account of) [n -S] 

REPOSING EGINOPRS REPOSE, to lie at rest [v] 

REPOTTED DEEOPRTT REPOT, to pot again [v] 

REPOURED DEEOPRRU REPOUR, to pour again [v] 

REPOUSSE EEOPRSSU raised design hammered in metal [n -S] 

REPRIEVE EEEIPRRV to postpone punishment of [v -D, -VING, -S] 

REPRISAL AEILPRRS act of retaliation [n -S] 

REPROACH ACEHOPRR to find fault with [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REPROVAL AELOPRRV reproof (criticism for fault) [n -S] 

REPROVER EEOPRRRV one that reproves (to rebuke (to criticize sharply)) [n -S] 

REPUGNED DEEGNPRU REPUGN, to oppose (to be in contention or conflict with) [v] 

REPULSER EELPRRSU one that repulses (to drive back) [n -S] 

REPUMPED DEEMPPRU REPUMP, to pump again [v] 

REPURIFY EFIPRRUY to purify again [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

REPURSUE EEPRRSUU to pursue again [v -D, -UING, -S] 

REPUTING EGINPRTU REPUTE, to consider to be as specified [v] 

REQUIRER EEIQRRRU one that requires (to have need of) [n -S] 

REQUITAL AEILQRTU something given in return, compensation, or retaliation [n -S] 

REQUITED DEEIQRTU REQUITE, to make equivalent return for [v] 

REQUITER EEIQRRTU one that requites (to make equivalent return for) [n -S] 

RERACKED ACDEEKRR RERACK, to rack again [v] 

RERECORD CDEEORRR to record again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REREMIND DEEIMNRR to remind again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RERENTED DEEENRRT RERENT, to rent again [v] 

REREPEAT AEEEPRRT to repeat again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REREVIEW EEEIRRVW to review again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RERIGGED DEEGGIRR RERIG, to rig again [v] 

RERISING EGIINRRS RERISE, to rise again [v] 

REROLLED DEELLORR REROLL, to roll again [v] 

REROLLER EELLORRR one that rerolls (to roll again) [n -S] 

REROOFED DEEFOORR REROOF, to roof again [v] 

RESADDLE ADDEELRS to saddle again [v -D, -LING, -S] 

RESAILED ADEEILRS RESAIL, to sail again [v] 

RESALUTE AEELRSTU to salute again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RESAMPLE AEELMPRS to sample again [v -D, -LING, -S] 

RESAWING AEGINRSW RESAW, RESEE, to see again [v] 

RESAYING AEGINRSY RESAY, to say again [v] 

RESCHOOL CEHLOORS to school again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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RESCREEN CEEENRRS to screen again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESCRIPT CEIPRRST something rewritten [n -S] 

RESCUING CEGINRSU RESCUE, to free from danger [v] 

RESCULPT CELPRSTU to sculpt again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESEALED ADEEELRS RESEAL, to seal again [v] 

RESEARCH ACEEHRRS to investigate thoroughly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESEASON AEENORSS to season again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESEATED ADEEERST RESEAT, to seat again [v] 

RESECTED CDEEERST RESECT, to excise part of organ or structure surgically [v] 

RESECURE CEEERRSU to secure again [v -D, -RING, -S] 

RESEEDED DDEEEERS RESEED, to seed again [v] 

RESEEING EEEGINRS RESEE, to see again [v] 

RESELECT CEEELRST to select again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESELLER EEELLRRS one that resells (to sell again) [n -S] 

RESEMBLE BEEELMRS to be similar to [v -D, -LING, -S] 

RESENTED DEEENRST RESENT, RESEND, to send again [v] 

RESERVER EEERRRSV one that reserves (to keep back for future use) [n -S] 

RESETTER EEERRSTT one that resets (to set again) [n -S] 

RESETTLE EEELRSTT to settle again [v -D, -LING, -S] 

RESEWING EEGINRSW RESEW, to sew again [v] 

RESHAPER AEEHPRRS one that reshapes something [n -S] 

RESHOWED DEEHORSW RESHOW, to show again [v] 

RESHOWER EEHORRSW to shower again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESIDENT DEEINRST one who resides [n -S] 

RESIDING DEGIINRS RESIDE, to dwell permanently or continuously [v] 

RESIDUAL ADEILRSU something left over [n -S] 

RESIDUUM DEIMRSUU residue (something remaining after removal of part) [n -UA, -S] 

RESIFTED DEEFIRST RESIFT, to sift again [v] 

RESIGNED DEEGINRS RESIGN, to give up one's office or position [v] 

RESIGNER EEGINRRS one that resigns (to give up one's office or position) [n -S] 

RESILING EGIILNRS RESILE, to spring back [v] 

RESILVER EEILRRSV to silver again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESISTED DEEIRSST RESIST, to strive against [v] 

RESISTER EEIRRSST one that resists (to strive against) [n -S] 

RESISTOR EIORRSST device in electric circuit [n -S] 

RESITING EGIINRST RESITE, to site again [v] 

RESIZING EGIINRSZ RESIZE, to size again [v] 

RESKETCH CEEHKRST to sketch again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESMOOTH EHMOORST to smooth again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESOAKED ADEEKORS RESOAK, to soak again [v] 

RESODDED DDDEEORS RESOD, to sod again [v] 

RESOFTEN EEFNORST to soften again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESOLDER DEELORRS to solder again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESOLING EGILNORS RESOLE, to sole again [v] 

RESOLUTE EELORSTU characterized by firmness or determination [adj -R, -ST] / one who is resolute [n -S] 

RESOLVER EELORRSV one that resolves (to make firm decision about) [n -S] 

RESONANT AENNORST resounding sound [n -S] 
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RESONATE AEENORST to resound (to make loud, long, or echoing sound) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RESORBED BDEEORRS RESORB, to absorb again [v] 

RESORTED DEEORRST RESORT, to go frequently or habitually [v] 

RESORTER EEORRRST one that resorts (to go frequently or habitually) [n -S] 

RESOUGHT EGHORSTU RESEEK, to seek again [v] 

RESOURCE CEEORRSU to provide with supplies [v -D, -CING, -S] 

RESOWING EGINORSW RESOW, to sow again [v] 

RESPLICE CEEILPRS to splice again [v -D, -CING, -S] 

RESPONSA AENOPRSS written rabbinic decisions [n RESPONSA] 

RESPONSE EENOPRSS reply or reaction [n -S] 

RESPREAD ADEEPRRS to spread again [v RESPREAD, -ING, -S] 

RESPRING EGINPRRS to spring again [v -RANG, -RUNG, -ING, -S] 

RESPROUT EOPRRSTU to sprout again [v -ED, -ING, -S]  

RESTABLE ABEELRST to stable again [v -D, -LING, -S] 

RESTACKS ACEKRSST RESTACK, to stack again [v] 

RESTITCH CEHIRSTT to stitch again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESTORAL AELORRST act of restoring (to bring back to former or original condition) [n -S] 

RESTORER EEORRRST one that restores (to bring back to former or original condition) [n -S] 

RESTRAIN AEINRRST to hold back from action [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESTRESS EERRSSST to stress again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESTRICT CEIRRSTT to keep within certain boundaries [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESTRIKE EEIKRRST to strike again [v -ICKEN, -RUCK, -KING, -S] 

RESTRING EGINRRST to string again [v , -RUNG, -GING, -S] 

RESTRIVE EEIRRSTV to strive again [v -N, -ROVE, -VING, -S] 

RESUBMIT BEIMRSTU to submit again [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

RESULTED DEELRSTU RESULT, to occur as consequence [v] 

RESUMING EGIMNRSU RESUME, to take up again after interruption [v] 

RESUMMON EMMNORSU to summon again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESUPINE EEINPRSU lying on back [adj] 

RESUPPLY ELPPRSUY to supply again [v -LIED, -ING, -LIES] 

RESURVEY EERRSUVY to survey again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RETACKED ACDEEKRT RETACK, to tack again [v] 

RETACKLE ACEEKLRT to tackle again [v -D, -LING, -S] 

RETAGGED ADEEGGRT RETAG, to tag again [v] 

RETAILED ADEEILRT RETAIL, to sell in small quantities [v] 

RETAILER AEEILRRT one that retails (to sell in small quantities) [n -S] 

RETAILOR AEILORRT to tailor again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RETAINED ADEEINRT RETAIN, to keep possession of [v] 

RETAINER AEEINRRT one that retains (to keep possession of) [n -S] 

RETAKING AEGIKNRT RETAKE, to take back [v] 

RETAPING AEGINPRT RETAPE, to tape again [v] 

RETARDED ADDEERRT RETARD, to slow progress of [v] 

RETARDER ADEERRRT one that retards (to slow progress of) [n -S] 

RETARGET AEEGRRTT to target again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RETAXING AEGINRTX RETAX, to tax again [v] 

RETEAMED ADEEEMRT RETEAM, to team again [v] 

RETELLER EEELLRRT one who tells something again [n -S] 
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RETEMPER EEEMPRRT to temper again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RETESTED DEEERSTT RETEST, to test again [v] 

RETHREAD ADEEHRRT to thread again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RETICENT CEEINRTT tending to be silent [adj] 

RETIEING EEGIINRT RETIE, to tie again [v] 

RETILING EGIILNRT RETILE, to tile again [v] 

RETIMING EGIIMNRT RETIME, to time again [v] 

RETINTED DEEINRTT RETINT, to tint again [v] 

RETIRANT AEINRRTT retiree (one who has retired from his vocation) [n -S] 

RETIRING EGIINRRT shy (timid (lacking courage or self-confidence)) [adj] / RETIRE, to go away or withdraw [v] 

RETOOLED DEELOORT RETOOL, to reequip with tools [v] 

RETORTED DEEORRTT RETORT, to answer back sharply [v] 

RETORTER EEORRRTT one that retorts (to answer back sharply) [n -S] 

RETRACER ACEERRRT one that retraces (to go back over) [n -S] 

RETRENCH CEEHNRRT to curtail (to cut short) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RETRIALS AEILRRST RETRIAL, second trial [n] 

RETRIEVE EEEIRRTV to get back [v -D, -VING, -S] 

RETRYING EGINRRTY RETRY, to try again [v] 

RETUNING EGINNRTU RETUNE, to tune again [v] 

RETURNED DEENRRTU RETURN, to come or go back [v] 

RETURNEE EEENRRTU one that has returned [n -S] 

RETURNER EENRRRTU one that returns (to come or go back) [n -S] 

RETYPING EGINPRTY RETYPE, to type again [v] 

REUNITER EEINRRTU one that reunites (to unite again) [n -S] 

REUPTAKE AEEKPRTU reabsorption of chemical into cell that released it [n -S] 

REUSABLE ABEELRSU something that can be reused [n -S] 

REVAMPED ADEEMPRV REVAMP, to make over [v] 

REVAMPER AEEMPRRV one that revamps (to make over) [n -S] 

REVANCHE ACEEHNRV political policy designed to regain lost territory [n -S] 

REVEALED ADEEELRV REVEAL, to make known [v] 

REVEALER AEEELRRV one that reveals (to make known) [n -S] 

REVEHENT EEEHNRTV carrying back [adj] 

REVEILLE EEEILLRV morning bugle call [n -S] 

REVENANT AEENNRTV one that returns (to come or go back) [n -S] 

REVENGER EEEGNRRV one that revenges (to inflict injury in return for) [n -S] 

REVENUAL AEELNRUV REVENUE, income of government [adj] 

REVENUER EEENRRUV  revenue officer [n -S] 

REVERBED BDEEERRV REVERB, to continue in series of echoes [v] 

REVERIFY EEFIRRVY to verify again [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

REVERSAL AEELRRSV act of reversing (to turn or move in opposite direction) [n -S] 

REVERSER EEERRRSV one that reverses (to turn or move in opposite direction) [n -S] 

REVERTED DEEERRTV REVERT, to return to former state [v] 

REVERTER EEERRRTV one that reverts (to return to former state) [n -S] 

REVESTED DEEERSTV REVEST, to vest again [v] 

REVETTED DEEERTTV REVET, to face with masonry [v] 

REVIEWAL AEEILRVW act of reviewing (to view again) [n -S] 

REVIEWED DEEEIRVW REVIEW, to view again [v] 
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REVIEWER EEEIRRVW one that reviews (to view again) [n -S] 

REVILING EGIILNRV act of denouncing with abusive language [n -S] / REVILE, to denounce with abusive language [v] 

REVISING EGIINRSV REVISE, to make new or improved version of [v] 

REVISION EIINORSV revised version [n -S] 

REVISORY EIORRSVY pertaining to revision (revised version) [adj] 

REVIVIFY EFIIRVVY to give new life to [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

REVIVING EGIINRVV REVIVE, to bring back to life or consciousness [v] 

REVOKING EGIKNORV REVOKE, to annul by taking back [v] 

REVOLTED DEELORTV REVOLT, to rise up against authority [v] 

REVOLTER EELORRTV one that revolts (to rise up against authority) [n -S] 

REVOLUTE EELORTUV rolled backward or downward [adj] 

REVOLVER EELORRVV type of handgun (small firearm) [n -S] 

REVOTING EGINORTV REVOTE, to vote again [v] 

REWAKING AEGIKNRW REWAKE, to wake again [v] 

REWARDED ADDEERRW REWARD, to give recompense to for worthy behavior [v] 

REWARDER ADEERRRW one that rewards (to give recompense to for worthy behavior) [n -S] 

REWARMED ADEEMRRW REWARM, to warm again [v] 

REWASHED ADEEHRSW REWASH, to wash again [v] 

REWASHES AEEHRSSW REWASH, to wash again [v] 

REWAXING AEGINRWX REWAX, to wax again [v] 

REWEDDED DDDEEERW REWED, to wed again [v] 

REWELDED DDEEELRW REWELD, to weld again [v] 

REWETTED DEEERTTW REWET, to wet again [v] 

REWINDED DDEEINRW REWIND, to wind again [v] 

REWINDER DEEINRRW one that rewinds (to wind again) [n -S] 

REWIRING EGIINRRW REWIRE, to wire again [v] 

REWORDED DDEEORRW REWORD, to state again in other words [v] 

REWORKED DEEKORRW REWORK, to work again [v] 

REWRITER EEIRRRTW one that rewrites (to write again) [n -S] 

REZEROED DEEEORRZ REZERO, to reset (gauge) back to zero [v] 

REZEROES EEEORRSZ REZERO, to reset (gauge) back to zero [v] 

REZONING EGINNORZ act of rezoning [n -S] / REZONE, to zone again [v] 
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	REBORED BDEEORR REBORE, to bore again [v]
	REBORES BEEORRS REBORE, to bore again [v]
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	REBRAND ABDENRR to change corporate image of company [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REBREED BDEEERR to breed again [v -RED, -ING, -S]
	REBUFFS BEFFRSU REBUFF, to reject or refuse curtly [v]
	REBUILD BDEILRU to build again [v -ED, -LT, -ING, -S]
	REBUKED BDEEKRU REBUKE, to criticize sharply [v]
	REBUKER BEEKRRU one that rebukes (to criticize sharply) [n -S]
	REBUKES BEEKRSU REBUKE, to criticize sharply [v]
	RECALLS ACELLRS RECALL, to call back [v]
	RECANED ACDEENR RECANE, to cane again [v]
	RECANES ACEENRS RECANE, to cane again [v]
	RECANTS ACENRST RECANT, to make formal retraction or disavowal of [v]
	RECARRY ACERRRY to carry again [v -RRIED, -RRIES, -ING]
	RECASTS ACERSST RECAST, to cast again [v]
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	RECEIPT CEEIPRT to mark as having been paid [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RECEIVE CEEEIRV to come into possession of [v -D,-VING, -S]
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	RECLEAN ACEELNR to clean again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
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	RECOALS ACELORS RECOAL, to coal again [v]
	RECOATS ACEORST RECOAT, to coat again [v]
	RECOCKS CCEKORS RECOCK, to cock again [v]
	RECODED CDDEEOR RECODE, to code again [v]
	RECODES CDEEORS RECODE, to code again [v]
	RECOILS CEILORS RECOIL, to draw back in fear or disgust [v]
	RECOINS CEINORS RECOIN, to coin again [v]
	RECOLOR CELOORR to color again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RECOMBS BCEMORS RECOMB, to comb again [v]
	RECOOKS CEKOORS RECOOK, to cook again [v]
	RECORDS CDEORRS RECORD, to set down for preservation [v]
	RECORKS CEKORRS RECORK, to cork again [v]
	RECOUNT CENORTU to relate in detail [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RECOUPE CEEOPRU divided twice [adj]
	RECOUPS CEOPRSU RECOUP, to get back equivalent of [v]
	RECOVER CEEORRV to obtain again after losing [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RECRATE ACEERRT to crate again [v -D, -TING, -S]
	RECROSS CEORRSS to cross again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RECROWN CENORRW to crown again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RECRUIT CEIRRTU to engage for military service [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RECURVE CEERRUV to curve backward or downward [v -D, -VING, -S]
	RECUSAL ACELRSU act of recusing (to disqualify or challenge as judge in particular case) [n -S]
	RECUSED CDEERSU RECUSE, to disqualify or challenge as judge in particular case [v]
	RECUSES CEERSSU RECUSE, to disqualify or challenge as judge in particular case [v]
	RECYCLE CCEELRY to process in order to extract useful materials [v -D, -LING, -S]
	REDACTS ACDERST REDACT, to prepare for publication [v]
	REDATED ADDEERT REDATE, to date again [v]
	REDATES ADEERST REDATE, to date again [v]
	REDEEMS DEEEMRS REDEEM, to buy back [v]
	REDIALS ADEILRS REDIAL, to dial again [v]
	REDOCKS CDEKORS REDOCK, to dock again [v]
	REDOING DEGINOR REDO, to do again [v]
	REDOUBT BDEORTU enclosed fortification [n -S]
	REDOUND DDENORU to have effect [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REDOXES DEEORSX REDOX, type of chemical reaction [n]
	REDRAFT ADEFRRT to make revised copy of [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REDRAWN ADENRRW REDRAW, to draw again [v]
	REDRAWS ADERRSW REDRAW, to draw again [v]
	REDREAM ADEEMRR to dream again [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S]
	REDRESS DEERRSS to set right [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REDRIED DDEEIRR REDRY, to dry again [v]
	REDRIES DEEIRRS REDRY, to dry again [v]
	REDRILL DEILLRR to drill again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REDRIVE DEEIRRV to drive again [v -N, -ROVE, -VING, -S]
	REDUCED CDDEERU REDUCE, to diminish (to lessen (to make or become less)) [v]
	REDUCER CDEERRU one that reduces (to diminish (to lessen)) [n -S]
	REDUCES CDEERSU REDUCE, to diminish (to lessen (to make or become less)) [v]
	REEARNS AEENRRS REEARN, to earn again [v]
	REEDIFY DEEFIRY to rebuild (to build again) [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES]
	REEDITS DEEIRST REEDIT, to edit again [v]
	REEJECT CEEEJRT to eject again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REELECT CEEELRT to elect again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REEMITS EEIMRST REEMIT, to emit again [v]
	REENACT ACEENRT to enact again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REENDOW DEENORW to endow again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REENJOY EEJNORY to enjoy again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REENTER EEENRRT to enter again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REENTRY EENRRTY new or second entry [n -RIES]
	REEQUIP EEIPQRU to equip again [v –PPED, -PPING, -S]
	REERECT CEEERRT to erect again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REEVOKE EEEKORV to evoke again [v -D, -KING, -S]
	REEXPEL EEELPRX to expel again [v -LLED, -LLING, -S]
	REFACED ACDEEFR REFACE, to repair outer surface of [v]
	REFACES ACEEFRS REFACE, to repair outer surface of [v]
	REFALLS AEFLLRS REFALL, to fall again [v]
	REFECTS CEEFRST REFECT, to refresh with food and drink [v]
	REFEEDS DEEEFRS REFEED, to feed again [v]
	REFEELS EEEFLRS REFEEL, to feel again [v]
	REFENCE CEEEFNR to fence again [v -D, -CING, -S]
	REFIGHT EFGHIRT to fight again [v -FOUGHT, -ING, -S]
	REFILED DEEFILR REFILE, to file again [v]
	REFILES EEFILRS REFILE, to file again [v]
	REFILLS EFILLRS REFILL, to fill again [v]
	REFILMS EFILMRS REFILM, to film again [v]
	REFINDS DEFINRS REFIND, to find again [v]
	REFINED DEEFINR REFINE, to free from impurities [v]
	REFINER EEFINRR one that refines (to free from impurities) [n -S]
	REFINES EEFINRS REFINE, to free from impurities [v]
	REFIRED DEEFIRR REFIRE, to fire again [v]
	REFIRES EEFIRRS REFIRE, to fire again [v]
	REFIXED DEEFIRX REFIX, to fix again [v]
	REFIXES EEFIRSX REFIX, to fix again [v]
	REFLAGS AEFGLRS REFLAG, to give new nationality to (ship) [v]
	REFLATE AEEFLRT to inflate again [v -D, -TING, -S]
	REFLECT CEEFLRT to turn or throw back from surface [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REFLETS EEFLRST REFLET, special brilliance of surface [n]
	REFLIES EEFILRS REFLY, to fly again [v]
	REFLOAT AEFLORT to float again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REFLOOD DEFLOOR to flood again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REFLOWN EFLNORW REFLY, to fly again [v]
	REFLOWS EFLORSW REFLOW, to flow again [v]
	REFOCUS CEFORSU to focus again [v -ED, -SSED, -ING, -SSING, -S]
	REFOLDS DEFLORS REFOLD, to fold again [v]
	REFORGE EEFGORR to forge again [v -D, -GING, -S]
	REFORMS EFMORRS REFORM, to change to better state [v]
	REFOUND DEFNORU REFIND, to find again [v] / to found again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REFRACT ACEFRRT to deflect in particular manner, as ray of light [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REFRAIN AEFINRR to keep oneself back [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REFRAME AEEFMRR to frame again [v -D, -MING, -S]
	REFRESH EEFHRRS to restore well-being and vigor of [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REFRIED DEEFIRR REFRY, to fry again [v]
	REFRIES EEFIRRS REFRY, to fry again [v]
	REFRONT EFNORRT to front again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REFUELS EEFLRSU REFUEL, to fuel again [v]
	REFUGED DEEFGRU REFUGE, to give or take shelter [v]
	REFUGEE EEEFGRU one who flees for safety [n -S]
	REFUGES EEFGRSU REFUGE, to give or take shelter [v]
	REFUGIA AEFGIRU REFUGIUM, stable area during period of continental climactic change [n]
	REFUNDS DEFNRSU REFUND, to give back [v]
	REFUSAL AEFLRSU act of refusing (to express oneself as unwilling to accept, do, or comply with) [n -S]
	REFUSED DEEFRSU REFUSE, to express oneself as unwilling to accept, do, or comply with [v]
	REFUSER EEFRRSU one that refuses (to express oneself as unwilling to accept, do, or comply with) [n -S]
	REFUSES EEFRSSU REFUSE, to express oneself as unwilling to accept, do, or comply with [v]
	REFUTAL AEFLRTU act of refuting (to prove to be false or erroneous) [n -S]
	REFUTED DEEFRTU REFUTE, to prove to be false or erroneous [v]
	REFUTER EEFRRTU one that refutes (to prove to be false or erroneous) [n -S]
	REFUTES EEFRSTU REFUTE, to prove to be false or erroneous [v]
	REGAINS AEGINRS REGAIN, to gain again [v]
	REGALED ADEEGLR REGALE, to delight (to give great pleasure to) [v]
	REGALER AEEGLRR one that regales (to delight (to give great pleasure to)) [n -S]
	REGALES AEEGLRS REGALE, to delight (to give great pleasure to) [v]
	REGALIA AAEGILR rights and privileges of king [n REGALIA]
	REGARDS ADEGRRS REGARD, to look upon with particular feeling [v]
	REGAUGE AEEGGRU to gauge again [v -D, -GING, -S]
	REGEARS AEEGRRS REGEAR, to gear again [v]
	REGIFTS EFGIRST REGIFT, to give gift one has received to someone else [v]
	REGILDS DEGILRS REGILD, to gild again [v]
	REGIVEN EEGINRV REGIVE, to give again [v]
	REGIVES EEGIRSV REGIVE, to give again [v]
	REGLAZE AEEGLRZ to glaze again [v -D, -ZING, -S]
	REGLOSS EGLORSS to gloss again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REGLOWS EGLORSW REGLOW, to glow again [v]
	REGLUED DEEGLRU REGLUE, to glue again [v]
	REGLUES EEGLRSU REGLUE, to glue again [v]
	REGORGE EEGGORR to vomit (to eject contents of stomach through mouth) [v -D, -GING, -S]
	REGRADE ADEEGRR to grade again [v -D, -DING, -S]
	REGRAFT AEFGRRT to graft again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REGRANT AEGNRRT to grant again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REGRATE AEEGRRT to buy up in order to sell for higher price in same area [v -D, -TING, -S]
	REGREEN EEEGNRR to green again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REGREET EEEGRRT to greet in return [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REGRESS EEGRRSS to go back [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REGRETS EEGRRST REGRET, to look back upon with sorrow or remorse [v]
	REGRIND DEGINRR to grind again [v -ROUND, -ING, -S]
	REGROOM EGMOORR to groom again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REGROUP EGOPRRU to group again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REGROWN EGNORRW REGROW, to grow again [v]
	REGROWS EGORRSW REGROW, to grow again [v]
	REHANGS AEGHNRS REHANG, to hang again [v]
	REHEARD ADEEHRR REHEAR, to hear again [v]
	REHEARS AEEHRRS REHEAR, to hear again [v]
	REHEATS AEEHRST REHEAT, to heat again [v]
	REHEELS EEEHLRS REHEEL, to heel again [v]
	REHINGE EEGHINR to hinge again [v -D, -GING, -S]
	REHIRED DEEHIRR REHIRE, to hire again [v]
	REHIRES EEHIRRS REHIRE, to hire again [v]
	REHOUSE EEHORSU to establish in new housing unit [v -D, -SING, -S]
	REIMAGE AEEGIMR to image again [v -D, -GING, -S]
	REINCUR CEINRRU to incur again [v -RRED, -RRING, -S]
	REINDEX DEEINRX to index again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REINKED DEEIKNR REINK, to ink again [v]
	REINTER EEINRRT to inter again [v -RRED, -RRING, -S]
	REISSUE EEIRSSU to issue again [v -D, -UING, -S]
	REJECTS CEEJRST REJECT, to refuse to accept, consider, or make use of [v]
	REJOICE CEEIJOR to feel joyful [v -D, -CING, -S]
	REJOINS EIJNORS REJOIN, to join again [v]
	REJUDGE DEEGJRU to judge again [v -D, -GING, -S]
	REKEYED DEEEKRY REKEY, to key again [v]
	REKNITS EIKNRST REKNIT, to knit again [v]
	REKNOTS EKNORST REKNOT, to knot again [v]
	RELABEL ABEELLR to label again [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S]
	RELACED ACDEELR RELACE, to lace again [v]
	RELACES ACEELRS RELACE, to lace again [v]
	RELANDS ADELNRS RELAND, to land again [v]
	RELAPSE AEELPRS to fall or slip back into former state [v -D, -SING, -S]
	RELATED ADEELRT RELATE, to give account of [v]
	RELATER AEELRRT one that relates (to give account of) [n -S]
	RELATES AEELRST RELATE, to give account of [v]
	RELATOR AELORRT relater (one that relates (to give account of)) [n -S]
	RELAXED ADEELRX RELAX, to make less tense or rigid [v]
	RELAXER AEELRRX one that relaxes (to make less tense or rigid) [n -S]
	RELAXES AEELRSX RELAX, to make less tense or rigid [v]
	RELAXIN AEILNRX female hormone [n -S]
	RELAYED ADEELRY RELAY, to lay again [v]
	RELEARN AEELNRR to learn again [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S]
	RELEASE AEEELRS to set free [v -D, -SING, -S]
	RELENDS DEELNRS RELEND, to lend again [v]
	RELENTS EELNRST RELENT, RELEND, to lend again [v]
	RELEVES EEELRSV RELEVE, raising onto toe in ballet [n]
	RELIEFS EEFILRS RELIEF, aid in form of money or necessities [n]
	RELIERS EEILRRS RELIER, one that relies (to place trust or confidence) [n]
	RELIEVE EEEILRV to lessen or free from pain or discomfort [v -D, -VING, -S]
	RELIEVO EEILORV projection of figures or forms from flat background [n -S]
	RELIGHT EGHILRT to light again [v [v RELIT, -ED, -ING, -S]
	RELINED DEEILNR RELINE, to line again [v]
	RELINES EEILNRS RELINE, to line again [v]
	RELINKS EIKLNRS RELINK, to link again [v]
	RELISTS EILRSST RELIST, to list again [v]
	RELIVED DEEILRV RELIVE, to experience again [v]
	RELIVES EEILRSV RELIVE, to experience again [v]
	RELOADS ADELORS RELOAD, to load again [v]
	RELOANS AELNORS RELOAN, to loan again [v]
	RELOCKS CEKLORS RELOCK, to lock again [v]
	RELOOKS EKLOORS RELOOK, to look again [v]
	RELUCTS CELRSTU RELUCT, to show opposition [v]
	RELUMED DEELMRU RELUME, to light again [v]
	RELUMES EELMRSU RELUME, to light again [v]
	RELYING EGILNRY RELY, to place trust or confidence [v]
	REMAILS AEILMRS REMAIL, to mail again [v]
	REMAINS AEIMNRS REMAIN, to continue in same state [v]
	REMAKER AEEKMRR one that remakes (to make again) [n -S]
	REMAKES AEEKMRS REMAKE, to make again [v]
	REMANDS ADEMNRS REMAND, to send back [v]
	REMARKS AEKMRRS REMARK, to say or write briefly or casually [v]
	REMARRY AEMRRRY to marry again [v -RRIED, -ING, -RRIES]
	REMATCH ACEHMRT to match again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REMATED ADEEMRT REMATE, to mate again [v]
	REMATES AEEMRST REMATE, to mate again [v]
	REMEETS EEEMRST REMEET, to meet again [v]
	REMELTS EELMRST REMELT, to melt again [v]
	REMENDS DEEMNRS REMEND, to mend again [v]
	REMERGE EEEGMRR to merge again [v -D, -GING, -S]
	REMIGES EEGIMRS REMEX, flight feather of bird's wing [n]
	REMINDS DEIMNRS REMIND, to cause to remember [v]
	REMINTS EIMNRST REMINT, to melt down and make into new coin [v]
	REMISED DEEIMRS REMISE, to give up claim to [v]
	REMISES EEIMRSS REMISE, to give up claim to [v]
	REMIXED DEEIMRX REMIX, to mix again [v]
	REMIXER EEIMRRX one that remixes (as recording) [n -S]
	REMIXES EEIMRSX REMIX, to mix again [v]
	REMODEL DEELMOR to make over [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S]
	REMOLDS DELMORS REMOLD, to mold again [v]
	REMORSE EEMORRS deep anguish caused by sense of guilt [n -S]
	REMOTER EEMORRT REMOTE, situated far away [adj]
	REMOTES EEMORST REMOTE, broadcast originating outside studio [n]
	REMOULD DELMORU to mould again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REMOUNT EMNORTU to mount again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REMOVAL AELMORV act of removing (to take or move away) [n -S]
	REMOVED DEEMORV REMOVE, to take or move away [v]
	REMOVER EEMORRV one that removes (to take or move away) [n -S]
	REMOVES EEMORSV REMOVE, to take or move away [v]
	RENAILS AEILNRS RENAIL, to nail again [v]
	RENAMED ADEEMNR RENAME, to name again [v]
	RENAMES AEEMNRS RENAME, to name again [v]
	RENEGED DEEEGNR RENEGE, to fail to carry out promise or commitment [v]
	RENEGER EEEGNRR one that reneges (to fail to carry out promise or commitment) [n -S]
	RENEGES EEEGNRS RENEGE, to fail to carry out promise or commitment [v]
	RENEGUE EEEGNRU to renege (to fail to carry out promise or commitment) [v -D, -UING, -S]
	RENESTS EENRSST RENEST, to nest again [v]
	RENEWAL AEELNRW act of renewing (to make new or as if new again) [n -S]
	RENEWED DEEENRW RENEW, to make new or as if new again [v]
	RENEWER EEENRRW one that renews (to make new or as if new again) [n -S]
	RENOWNS ENNORSW RENOWN, to make famous [v]
	REOCCUR CCEORRU to occur again [v -RRED, -RRING, -S]
	REOFFER EEFFORR to offer for public sale [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REOILED DEEILOR REOIL, to oil again [v]
	REOPENS EENOPRS REOPEN, to open again [v]
	REORDER DEEORRR to order again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REORGED DEEGORR REORG, to reorganize (to organize again) [v]
	REPACKS ACEKPRS REPACK, to pack again [v]
	REPAINT AEINPRT to paint again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REPAIRS AEIPRRS REPAIR, to restore to good condition [v]
	REPANEL AEELNPR to panel again [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S]
	REPAPER AEEPPRR to paper again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REPARKS AEKPRRS REPARK, to park again [v]
	REPASTS AEPRSST REPAST, to eat or feast [v]
	REPATCH ACEHPRT to patch again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REPAVED ADEEPRV REPAVE, to pave again [v]
	REPAVES AEEPRSV REPAVE, to pave again [v]
	REPEALS AEELPRS REPEAL, to revoke (to annul by taking back) [v]
	REPEATS AEEPRST REPEAT, to say or do again [v]
	REPENTS EENPRST REPENT, to feel remorse or self-reproach for past action [v]
	REPERKS EEKPRRS REPERK, to perk again [v]
	REPINED DEEINPR REPINE, to express discontent [v]
	REPINER EEINPRR one that repines (to express discontent) [n -S]
	REPINES EEINPRS REPINE, to express discontent [v]
	REPLACE ACEELPR to take place of [v -D, -CING, -S]
	REPLANS AELNPRS REPLAN, to plan again [v]
	REPLANT AELNPRT to plant again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REPLATE AEELPRT to plate again [v -D, -TING, -S]
	REPLAYS AELPRSY REPLAY, to play again [v]
	REPLEAD ADEELPR to plead again [v -LED, -ED, -DING, -S]
	REPLEVY EELPRVY to regain possession of by legal action [v -VIED, -ING, -VIES]
	REPLICA ACEILPR close copy or reproduction [n -S]
	REPLIED DEEILPR REPLY, to answer (to say, write, or act in return) [v]
	REPLIER EEILPRR one that replies (to answer (to say, write, or act in return)) [n -S]
	REPLIES EEILPRS REPLY, to answer (to say, write, or act in return) [v]
	REPLOTS ELOPRST REPLOT, to plot again [v]
	REPLOWS ELOPRSW REPLOW, to plow again [v]
	REPLUMB BELMPRU to plumb again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REPOINT EINOPRT to point again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REPOLLS ELLOPRS REPOLL, to poll again [v]
	REPORTS EOPRRST REPORT, to give account of [v]
	REPOSAL AELOPRS act of reposing (to lie at rest) [n -S]
	REPOSED DEEOPRS REPOSE, to lie at rest [v]
	REPOSER EEOPRRS one that reposes (to lie at rest) [n -S]
	REPOSES EEOPRSS REPOSE, to lie at rest [v]
	REPOSIT EIOPRST to put away [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REPOURS EOPRRSU REPOUR, to pour again [v]
	REPOWER EEOPRRW to power again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REPRESS EEPRRSS to keep under control [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REPRICE CEEIPRR to price again [v -D, -CING, -S]
	REPRINT EINPRRT to print again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REPRISE EEIPRRS to take back by force [v -D, -SING, -S]
	REPROBE BEEOPRR to probe again [v -D, -BING, -S]
	REPROOF EFOOPRR criticism for fault [n -S]
	REPROVE EEOPRRV to rebuke (to criticize sharply) [v -D, -VING, -S]
	REPUGNS EGNPRSU REPUGN, to oppose (to be in contention or conflict with) [v]
	REPULSE EELPRSU to drive back [v -D, -SING, -S]
	REPUMPS EMPPRSU REPUMP, to pump again [v]
	REPUTED DEEPRTU REPUTE, to consider to be as specified [v]
	REPUTES EEPRSTU REPUTE, to consider to be as specified [v]
	REQUEST EEQRSTU to express desire for [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REQUIRE EEIQRRU to have need of [v -D, -RING, -S]
	REQUITE EEIQRTU to make equivalent return for [v -D, -TING, -S]
	RERACKS ACEKRRS RERACK, to rack again [v]
	RERAISE AEEIRRS to raise again [v -D, -SING, -S]
	REREADS ADEERRS REREAD, to read again [v]
	RERENTS EENRRST RERENT, to rent again [v]
	RERISEN EEINRRS RERISE, to rise again [v]
	RERISES EEIRRSS RERISE, to rise again [v]
	REROLLS ELLORRS REROLL, to roll again [v]
	REROOFS EFOORRS REROOF, to roof again [v]
	REROUTE EEORRTU to route again [v -D, -TING, -S]
	RESAILS AEILRSS RESAIL, to sail again [v]
	RESALES AEELRSS RESALE, act of selling again [n]
	RESAWED ADEERSW RESAW, RESEE, to see again [v]
	RESCALE ACEELRS to plan on new scale [v -D, -LING, -S]
	RESCIND CDEINRS to annul (to make or declare void or invalid) [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RESCORE CEEORRS to score again [v -D, -RING, -S]
	RESEALS AEELRSS RESEAL, to seal again [v]
	RESEATS AEERSST RESEAT, to seat again [v]
	RESECTS CEERSST RESECT, to excise part of organ or structure surgically [v]
	RESEEDS DEEERSS RESEED, to seed again [v]
	RESEEKS EEEKRSS RESEEK, to seek again [v]
	RESEIZE EEEIRSZ to seize again [v -D, -ZING, -S]
	RESELLS EELLRSS RESELL, to sell again [v]
	RESENDS DEENRSS RESEND, to send again [v]
	RESENTS EENRSST RESENT, RESEND, to send again [v]
	RESERVE EEERRSV to keep back for future use [v -D, -VING, -S]
	RESEWED DEEERSW RESEW, to sew again [v]
	RESHAPE AEEHPRS to shape again [v -D, -PING, -S]
	RESHAVE AEEHRSV to shave again [v -D, -N, -VING, -S]
	RESHINE EEHINRS to shine again [v -D, -HONE, -NING, -S]
	RESHIPS EHIPRSS RESHIP, to ship again [v]
	RESHOED DEEHORS RESHOE, to shoe again [v]
	RESHOES EEHORSS RESHOE, to shoe again [v]
	RESHOOT EHOORST to shoot again [v -HOT, -ING, -S]
	RESHOWN EHNORSW RESHOW, to show again [v]
	RESHOWS EHORSSW RESHOW, to show again [v]
	RESIDED DDEEIRS RESIDE, to dwell permanently or continuously [v]
	RESIDER DEEIRRS resident (one who resides) [n -S]
	RESIDES DEEIRSS RESIDE, to dwell permanently or continuously [v]
	RESIDUA ADEIRSU RESIDUUM, residue (something remaining after removal of part) [n]
	RESIDUE DEEIRSU something remaining after removal of part [n -S]
	RESIFTS EFIRSST RESIFT, to sift again [v]
	RESIGHT EGHIRST to sight again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RESIGNS EGINRSS RESIGN, to give up one's office or position [v]
	RESILED DEEILRS RESILE, to spring back [v]
	RESILES EEILRSS RESILE, to spring back [v]
	RESILIN EIILNRS elastic substance in cuticles of many insects [n -S]
	RESISTS EIRSSST RESIST, to strive against [v]
	RESITED DEEIRST RESITE, to site again [v]
	RESITES EEIRSST RESITE, to site again [v]
	RESIZED DEEIRSZ RESIZE, to size again [v]
	RESIZES EEIRSSZ RESIZE, to size again [v]
	RESKINS EIKNRSS RESKIN, to replace outermost layer of aircraft or motor vehicle [v]
	RESLATE AEELRST to slate again [v -D, -TING, -S]
	RESMELT EELMRST to smelt again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RESOAKS AEKORSS RESOAK, to soak again [v]
	RESOLED DEELORS RESOLE, to sole again [v]
	RESOLES EELORSS RESOLE, to sole again [v]
	RESOLVE EELORSV to make firm decision about [v -D, -VING, -S]
	RESORBS BEORRSS RESORB, to absorb again [v]
	RESORTS EORRSST RESORT, to go frequently or habitually [v]
	RESOUND DENORSU to make loud, long, or echoing sound [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RESOWED DEEORSW RESOW, to sow again [v]
	RESPACE ACEEPRS to space again [v -D, -CING, -S]
	RESPADE ADEEPRS to spade again [v -D, -DING, -S]
	RESPEAK AEEKPRS to speak again [v [v -POKE, POKEN, -ING, -S]
	RESPECT CEEPRST to have high regard for [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RESPELL EELLPRS to spell again [v -ED, -LT, -ING, -S]
	RESPELT EELPRST RESPELL, to spell again [v]
	RESPIRE EEIPRRS to breathe (to inhale and exhale air) [v -D, -RING, -S]
	RESPITE EEIPRST to relieve temporarily [v -D, -TING, -S]
	RESPLIT EILPRST to split again [v RESPLIT, -TTING, -S]
	RESPOND DENOPRS to say or act in return [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RESPOOL ELOOPRS to spool again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RESPOTS EOPRSST RESPOT, to spot again [v]
	RESPRAY AEPRRSY to spray again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RESTACK ACEKRST to stack again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RESTAFF AEFFRST to staff again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RESTAGE AEEGRST to stage again [v -D, -GING, -S]
	RESTAMP AEMPRST to stamp again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RESTART AERRSTT to start again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RESTATE AEERSTT to state again [v -D, -TING, -S]
	RESTOCK CEKORST to stock again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RESTOKE EEKORST to stoke again [v -D, -KING, -S]
	RESTORE EEORRST to bring back to former or original condition [v -D, -RING, -S]
	RESTUDY DERSTUY to study again [v -DIED, -ING, -DIES]
	RESTUFF EFFRSTU to stuff again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RESTYLE EELRSTY to style again [v -D, -LING, -S]
	RESULTS ELRSSTU RESULT, to occur as consequence [v]
	RESUMED DEEMRSU RESUME, to take up again after interruption [v]
	RESUMER EEMRRSU one that resumes (to take up again after interruption) [n -S]
	RESUMES EEMRSSU RESUME, to take up again after interruption [v]
	RESURGE EEGRRSU to rise again [v -D, -GING, -S]
	RETABLE ABEELRT raised shelf above altar [n -S]
	RETABLO ABELORT retable (raised shelf above altar) [n -S]
	RETACKS ACEKRST RETACK, to tack again [v]
	RETAILS AEILRST RETAIL, to sell in small quantities [v]
	RETAINS AEINRST RETAIN, to keep possession of [v]
	RETAKEN AEEKNRT RETAKE, to take back [v]
	RETAKER AEEKRRT one that retakes (to take back) [n -S]
	RETAKES AEEKRST RETAKE, to take back [v]
	RETALLY AELLRTY to tally again [v -LLIED, -ING, -LLIES]
	RETAPED ADEEPRT RETAPE, to tape again [v]
	RETAPES AEEPRST RETAPE, to tape again [v]
	RETARDS ADERRST RETARD, to slow progress of [v]
	RETASTE AEERSTT to taste again [v -D, -TING, -S]
	RETAXED ADEERTX RETAX, to tax again [v]
	RETAXES AEERSTX RETAX, to tax again [v]
	RETEACH ACEEHRT to teach again [v -TAUGHT, -ING, -ES]
	RETEAMS AEEMRST RETEAM, to team again [v]
	RETEARS AEERRST RETEAR, to tear again [v]
	RETELLS EELLRST RETELL, to tell again [v]
	RETESTS EERSSTT RETEST, to test again [v]
	RETHINK EHIKNRT to think again [v -HOUGHT, -ING, -S]
	RETILED DEEILRT RETILE, to tile again [v]
	RETILES EEILRST RETILE, to tile again [v]
	RETIMED DEEIMRT RETIME, to time again [v]
	RETIMES EEIMRST RETIME, to time again [v]
	RETINTS EINRSTT RETINT, to tint again [v]
	RETIRED DEEIRRT RETIRE, to go away or withdraw [v]
	RETIREE EEEIRRT one who has retired from his vocation [n -S]
	RETIRER EEIRRRT one that retires (to go away or withdraw) [n -S]
	RETIRES EEIRRST RETIRE, to go away or withdraw [v]
	RETITLE EEILRTT to title again [v -D, -LING, -S]
	RETOOLS ELOORST RETOOL, to reequip with tools [v]
	RETORTS EORRSTT RETORT, to answer back sharply [v]
	RETOTAL AELORTT to total again [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S]
	RETOUCH CEHORTU to add new details or touches to [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RETRACE ACEERRT to go back over [v -D, -CING, -S]
	RETRACK ACEKRRT to track again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RETRACT ACERRTT to take back [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RETRAIN AEINRRT to train again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RETREAD ADEERRT to furnish with new tread [v -ROD, -RODDEN, -ED, -ING, -S]
	RETREAT AEERRTT to go back or backward [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RETRIAL AEILRRT second trial [n -S]
	RETRIED DEEIRRT RETRY, to try again [v]
	RETRIES EEIRRST RETRY, to try again [v]
	RETRIMS EIMRRST RETRIM, to trim again [v]
	RETUNED DEENRTU RETUNE, to tune again [v]
	RETUNES EENRSTU RETUNE, to tune again [v]
	RETURNS ENRRSTU RETURN, to come or go back [v]
	RETWEET EEERTTW to tweet message again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RETWIST EIRSTTW to twist again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RETYING EGINRTY RETIE, to tie again [v]
	RETYPED DEEPRTY RETYPE, to type again [v]
	RETYPES EEPRSTY RETYPE, to type again [v]
	REUNIFY EFINRUY to unify again [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES]
	REUNION EINNORU  reuniting of persons after separation [n -S]
	REUNITE EEINRTU to unite again [v -D, -TING, -S]
	REUSING EGINRSU REUSE, to use again [v]
	REUTTER EERRTTU to utter again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REVALUE AEELRUV to value again [v -D, -UING, -S]
	REVAMPS AEMPRSV REVAMP, to make over [v]
	REVEALS AEELRSV REVEAL, to make known [v]
	REVENGE EEEGNRV to inflict injury in return for [v -D, -GING, -S]
	REVENUE EEENRUV income of government [n -S]
	REVERBS BEERRSV REVERB, to continue in series of echoes [v]
	REVERED DEEERRV REVERE, to regard with great respect [v]
	REVERER EEERRRV one that reveres (to regard with great respect) [n -S]
	REVERES EEERRSV REVERE, to regard with great respect [v]
	REVERIE EEEIRRV daydream [n -S]
	REVERSE EEERRSV to turn or move in opposite direction [v -D, -SING, -S]
	REVERSO EEORRSV verso (left-hand page of book) [n -S]
	REVERTS EERRSTV REVERT, to return to former state [v]
	REVESTS EERSSTV REVEST, to vest again [v]
	REVIEWS EEIRSVW REVIEW, to view again [v]
	REVILED DEEILRV REVILE, to denounce with abusive language [v]
	REVILER EEILRRV one that reviles (to denounce with abusive language) [n -S]
	REVILES EEILRSV REVILE, to denounce with abusive language [v]
	REVISAL AEILRSV revision (revised version) [n -S]
	REVISED DEEIRSV REVISE, to make new or improved version of [v]
	REVISER EEIRRSV one that revises (to make new or improved version of) [n -S]
	REVISES EEIRSSV REVISE, to make new or improved version of [v]
	REVISIT EIIRSTV to visit again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REVISOR EIORRSV reviser (one that revises (to make new or improved version of)) [n -S]
	REVIVAL AEILRVV renewed attention to or interest in something [n -S]
	REVIVED DEEIRVV REVIVE, to bring back to life or consciousness [v]
	REVIVER EEIRRVV one that revives (to bring back to life or consciousness) [n -S]
	REVIVES EEIRSVV REVIVE, to bring back to life or consciousness [v]
	REVOICE CEEIORV to voice again [v -D, -CING, -S]
	REVOKED DEEKORV REVOKE, to annul by taking back [v]
	REVOKER EEKORRV one that revokes (to annul by taking back) [n -S]
	REVOKES EEKORSV REVOKE, to annul by taking back [v]
	REVOLTS ELORSTV REVOLT, to rise up against authority [v]
	REVOLVE EELORVV to turn about axis [v -D, -VING, -S]
	REVOTED DEEORTV REVOTE, to vote again [v]
	REVOTES EEORSTV REVOTE, to vote again [v]
	REVUIST EIRSTUV writer of revues [n -S]
	REWAKED ADEEKRW REWAKE, to wake again [v]
	REWAKEN AEEKNRW to waken again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REWAKES AEEKRSW REWAKE, to wake again [v]
	REWARDS ADERRSW REWARD, to give recompense to for worthy behavior [v]
	REWARMS AEMRRSW REWARM, to warm again [v]
	REWAXED ADEERWX REWAX, to wax again [v]
	REWAXES AEERSWX REWAX, to wax again [v]
	REWEARS AEERRSW REWEAR, to wear again [v]
	REWEAVE AEEERVW to weave again [v -D, -WOVE, -WOVEN, -VING, -S]
	REWEIGH EEGHIRW to weigh again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REWELDS DEELRSW REWELD, to weld again [v]
	REWIDEN DEEINRW to widen again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REWINDS DEINRSW REWIND, to wind again [v]
	REWIRED DEEIRRW REWIRE, to wire again [v]
	REWIRES EEIRRSW REWIRE, to wire again [v]
	REWOKEN EEKNORW REWAKE, to wake again [v]
	REWORDS DEORRSW REWORD, to state again in other words [v]
	REWORKS EKORRSW REWORK, to work again [v]
	REWOUND DENORUW REWIND, to wind again [v]
	REWOVEN EENORVW REWEAVE, to weave again [v]
	REWRAPS AEPRRSW REWRAP, to wrap again [v]
	REWRAPT AEPRRTW REWRAP, to wrap again [v]
	REWRITE EEIRRTW to write again [v -TTEN, -ROTE, -TING, -S]
	REWROTE EEORRTW REWRITE, to write again [v]
	REZEROS EEORRSZ REZERO, to reset (gauge) back to zero [v]
	REZONED DEENORZ REZONE, to zone again [v]
	REZONES EENORSZ REZONE, to zone again [v]
	8s RE- (again, back)
	REABSORB ABBEORRS to absorb again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REACCEDE ACCDEEER to accede again [v -D, -DING, -S]
	REACCENT ACCEENRT to accent again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REACCEPT ACCEEPRT to accept again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REACCUSE ACCEERSU to accuse again [v -D, -SING, -S]
	REACTANT AACENRTT one that reacts (to respond to stimulus) [n -S]
	REACTING ACEGINRT REACT, to respond to stimulus [v]
	REACTION ACEINORT act of reacting (to respond to stimulus) [n -S]
	REACTIVE ACEEIRTV tending to react [adj]
	READDICT ACDDEIRT to addict again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	READDING ADDEGINR READD, to add again [v]
	READJUST ADEJRSTU to adjust again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	READYING ADEGINRY READY, to make ready [v]
	REAFFIRM AEFFIMRR to affirm again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REANOINT AEINNORT to anoint again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REAPPEAR AAEEPPRR to appear again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REARMING AEGIMNRR REARM, to arm again [v]
	REARMOST AEMORRST coming or situated last [adj]
	REAROUSE AEEORRSU to arouse again [v -D, -SING, -S]
	REARREST AEERRRST to arrest again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REASCEND ACDEENRS to ascend again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REASCENT ACEENRST new or second ascent [n -S]
	REASSAIL AAEILRSS to assail again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REASSERT AEERRSST to assert again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REASSESS AEERSSSS to assess again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REASSIGN AEGINRSS to assign again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REASSORT AEORRSST to assort again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REASSUME AEEMRSSU to assume again [v -D, -MING, -S]
	REASSURE AEERRSSU to assure again [v -D, -RING, -S]
	REATTACH AACEHRTT to attach again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REATTACK AACEKRTT to attack again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REATTAIN AAEINRTT to attain again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REAVOWED ADEEORVW REAVOW, to avow again [v]
	REBAITED ABDEEIRT REBAIT, to bait again [v]
	REBASING ABEGINRS REBASE, to set new foundation for something [v]
	REBATING ABEGINRT REBATE, to deduct or return from payment or bill [v]
	REBIDDEN BDDEEINR REBID, to bid again [v]
	REBILLED BDEEILLR REBILL, to bill again [v]
	REBODIED BDDEEIOR REBODY, to body again [v]
	REBODIES BDEEIORS REBODY, to body again [v]
	REBOILED BDEEILOR REBOIL, to boil again [v]
	REBOOKED BDEEKOOR REBOOK, to book again [v]
	REBOOTED BDEEOORT REBOOT, to boot again [v]
	REBORING BEGINORR REBORE, to bore again [v]
	REBOTTLE BEELORTT to bottle again [v -D, -LING, -S]
	REBOUGHT BEGHORTU REBUY, to buy again [v]
	REBRANCH ABCEHNRR to form secondary branches [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REBUFFED BDEEFFRU REBUFF, to reject or refuse curtly [v]
	REBUKING BEGIKNRU REBUKE, to criticize sharply [v]
	REBURIAL ABEILRRU second burial [n -S]
	REBURIED BDEEIRRU REBURY, to bury again [v]
	REBURIES BEEIRRSU REBURY, to bury again [v]
	REBUTTAL ABELRTTU argument or proof that rebuts [n -S]
	REBUTTED BDEERTTU REBUT, to refute (to prove to be false or erroneous) [v]
	REBUTTER BEERRTTU one that rebuts (to refute (to prove to be false or erroneous)) [n -S]
	REBUTTON BENORTTU to button again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REBUYING BEGINRUY REBUY, to buy again [v]
	RECALLED ACDEELLR RECALL, to call back [v]
	RECALLER ACEELLRR one that recalls (to call back) [n -S]
	RECANING ACEGINNR RECANE, to cane again [v]
	RECANTED ACDEENRT RECANT, to make formal retraction or disavowal of [v]
	RECANTER ACEENRRT one that recants (to make formal retraction or disavowal of) [n -S]
	RECAPPED ACDEEPPR RECAP, to review by brief summary [v]
	RECARPET ACEEPRRT to carpet again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RECCEING CCEEGINR RECCE, to reconnoiter [v]
	RECEDING CDEEGINR RECEDE, to move back or away [v]
	RECEIVER CEEEIRRV one that receives (to come into possession of) [n -S]
	RECEMENT CEEEMNRT to cement again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RECENSOR CEENORRS to censor again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RECENTER CEEENRRT RECENT, of or pertaining to time not long past [adj]
	RECEPTOR CEEOPRRT nerve ending specialized to receive stimuli [n -S]
	RECESSED CDEEERSS RECESS, to place in receding space or hollow [v]
	RECESSES CEEERSSS RECESS, to place in receding space or hollow [v]
	RECHANGE ACEEGHNR to change again [v -D, -GING, -S]
	RECHARGE ACEEGHRR to charge again [v -D, -GING, -S]
	RECHEWED CDEEEHRW RECHEW, to chew again [v]
	RECHOOSE CEEHOORS to choose again [v , -HOSE, -HOSEN, -SING, -S]
	RECIRCLE CCEEILRR to circle again [v -D, -LING, -S]
	RECISION CEIINORS cancellation [n -S]
	RECITING CEGIINRT RECITE, to declaim or say from memory [v]
	RECLINER CEEILNRR one that reclines (to lean or lie back) [n -S]
	RECLOTHE CEEHLORT to clothe again [v -LAD, -D, -HING, -S]
	RECOALED ACDEELOR RECOAL, to coal again [v]
	RECOATED ACDEEORT RECOAT, to coat again [v]
	RECOCKED CCDEEKOR RECOCK, to cock again [v]
	RECODIFY CDEFIORY to codify again [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES]
	RECODING CDEGINOR RECODE, to code again [v]
	RECOILED CDEEILOR RECOIL, to draw back in fear or disgust [v]
	RECOILER CEEILORR one that recoils (to draw back in fear or disgust) [n -S]
	RECOINED CDEEINOR RECOIN, to coin again [v]
	RECOLOUR CELOORRU to colour again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RECOMBED BCDEEMOR RECOMB, to comb again [v]
	RECOMMIT CEIMMORT to commit again [v -TTED, -TTING, -S]
	RECONFER CEEFNORR to confer again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RECONNED CDEENNOR RECON, to reconnoiter [v]
	RECONVEY CEENORVY to convey back to previous position [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RECOPIED CDEEIOPR RECOPY, to copy again [v]
	RECOPIES CEEIOPRS RECOPY, to copy again [v]
	RECORDED CDDEEORR RECORD, to set down for preservation [v]
	RECORDER CDEEORRR one that records (to set down for preservation) [n -S]
	RECORKED CDEEKORR RECORK, to cork again [v]
	RECOUPED CDEEOPRU RECOUP, to get back equivalent of [v]
	RECOUPLE CEELOPRU to couple again [v -D, -LING, -S]
	RECOURSE CEEORRSU turning or applying to someone or something for aid [n -S]
	RECOVERY CEEORRVY economic upturn [n -RIES]
	RECREANT ACEENRRT coward (one who lacks courage (quality that enables one to face danger fearlessly; spirit)) [n -S]
	RECREATE ACEEERRT to refresh mentally or physically [v -D, -TING, -S]
	RECURRED CDEERRRU RECUR, to happen again [v]
	RECUSANT ACENRSTU one who refuses to accept established authority [n -S]
	RECUSING CEGINRSU RECUSE, to disqualify or challenge as judge in particular case [v]
	RECYCLER CCEELRRY one that recycles (to process in order to extract useful materials) [n -S]
	REDACTED ACDDEERT REDACT, to prepare for publication [v]
	REDACTOR ACDEORRT one that redacts (to prepare for publication) [n -S]
	REDAMAGE AADEEGMR to damage again [v -D, -GING, -S]
	REDARGUE ADEEGRRU to disprove (to refute (to prove to be false or erroneous)) [v -D, -UING, -S]
	REDATING ADEGINRT REDATE, to date again [v]
	REDECIDE CDDEEEIR to decide again [v -D, -DING, -S]
	REDEEMED DDEEEEMR REDEEM, to buy back [v]
	REDEEMER DEEEEMRR one that redeems (to buy back) [n -S]
	REDEFEAT ADEEEFRT to defeat again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REDEFECT CDEEEFRT to defect again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REDEFIED DDEEEFIR REDEFY, to defy again [v]
	REDEFIES DEEEFIRS REDEFY, to defy again [v]
	REDEFINE DEEEFINR to define again [v -D, -NING, -S]
	REDEMAND ADDEEMNR to demand again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REDENIED DDEEEINR REDENY, to deny again [v]
	REDENIES DEEEINRS REDENY, to deny again [v]
	REDEPLOY DEELOPRY to deploy again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REDESIGN DEEGINRS to design again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REDIALED ADDEEILR REDIAL, to dial again [v]
	REDIGEST DEEGIRST to digest again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REDIPPED DDEEIPPR REDIP, to dip again [v]
	REDIRECT CDEEIRRT to change course or direction of [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REDIVIDE DDEEIIRV to divide again [v -D, -VING, -S]
	REDOCKED CDDEEKOR REDOCK, to dock again [v]
	REDONNED DDEENNOR REDON, to don again [v]
	REDOUBLE BDEELORU to double (to make twice as great) [v -D, -LING, -S]
	REDRAWER ADEERRRW one that redraws (to draw again) [n -S]
	REDRYING DEGINRRY REDRY, to dry again [v]
	REDUBBED BBDDEERU REDUB, to dub again [v]
	REDUCING CDEGINRU REDUCE, to diminish (to lessen (to make or become less)) [v]
	REDUCTOR CDEORRTU apparatus for reduction of metallic ions in solution [n -S]
	REDYEING DEEGINRY REDYE, to dye again [v]
	REEARNED ADEEENRR REEARN, to earn again [v]
	REEDITED DDEEEIRT REEDIT, to edit again [v]
	REEMBARK ABEEKMRR to embark again [v -DIED, -ING, -DIES]
	REEMBODY BDEEMORY to embody again [v -D, -VING, -S]
	REEMERGE EEEEGMRR to emerge again [v -D, -GING, -S]
	REEMPLOY EELMOPRY to employ again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REENGAGE AEEEGGNR to engage again [v -D, -GING, -S]
	REENLIST EEILNRST to enlist again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REENROLL EELLNORR to enroll again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REEXPORT EEOPRRTX to export again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REEXPOSE EEEOPRSX to expose again [v -D, -SING, -S]
	REFACING ACEFGINR REFACE, to repair outer surface of [v]
	REFALLEN AEEFLLNR REFALL, to fall again [v]
	REFASTEN AEEFNRST to fasten again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REFECTED CDEEEFRT REFECT, to refresh with food and drink [v]
	REFELLED DEEEFLLR REFEL, to reject (to refuse to accept, consider, or make use of) [v]
	REFIGURE EEFGIRRU to figure again [v -D, -RING, -S]
	REFILING EFGIILNR REFILE, to file again [v]
	REFILLED DEEFILLR REFILL, to fill again [v]
	REFILMED DEEFILMR REFILM, to film again [v]
	REFILTER EEFILRRT to filter again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REFINERY EEFINRRY place where crude material is refined [n -RIES]
	REFINING EFGIINNR process of removing impurities from something [n -S] / REFINE, to free from impurities [v]
	REFINISH EFHIINRS to give new surface to [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REFIRING EFGIINRR REFIRE, to fire again [v]
	REFITTED DEEFIRTT REFIT, to prepare and equip for additional use [v]
	REFIXING EFGIINRX REFIX, to fix again [v]
	REFLEXED DEEEFLRX REFLEX, to bend back [v]
	REFLEXES EEEFLRSX REFLEX, to bend back [v]
	REFLEXLY EEFLLRXY in reflexed manner [adv]
	REFLOWED DEEFLORW REFLOW, to flow again [v]
	REFLOWER EEFLORRW to flower again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REFLUENT EEFLNRTU flowing back [adj]
	REFLUXED DEEFLRUX REFLUX, to cause to flow back [v]
	REFLUXES EEFLRSUX REFLUX, to cause to flow back [v]
	REFLYING EFGILNRY REFLY, to fly again [v]
	REFOLDED DDEEFLOR REFOLD, to fold again [v]
	REFOREST EEFORRST to replant with trees [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REFORMAT AEFMORRT to format again [v -TTED, -TTING, -S]
	REFORMED DEEFMORR REFORM, to change to better state [v]
	REFORMER EEFMORRR one that reforms (to change to better state) [n -S]
	REFREEZE EEEEFRRZ to freeze again [v -ROZE, -ROZEN, -ZING, -S]
	REFRYING EFGINRRY REFRY, to fry again [v]
	REFUELED DEEEFLRU REFUEL, to fuel again [v]
	REFUGING EFGGINRU REFUGE, to give or take shelter [v]
	REFUGIUM EFGIMRUU stable area during period of continental climactic change [n -IA]
	REFUNDED DDEEFNRU REFUND, to give back [v]
	REFUNDER DEEFNRRU one that refunds (to give back) [n -S]
	REFUSING EFGINRSU REFUSE, to express oneself as unwilling to accept, do, or comply with [v]
	REFUSNIK EFIKNRSU Soviet citizen who was refused permission to emigrate [n -S]
	REFUTING EFGINRTU REFUTE, to prove to be false or erroneous [v]
	REGAINED ADEEGINR REGAIN, to gain again [v]
	REGAINER AEEGINRR one that regains (to gain again) [n -S]
	REGALING AEGGILNR REGALE, to delight (to give great pleasure to) [v]
	REGALITY AEGILRTY regal authority [n -TIES]
	REGARDED ADDEEGRR REGARD, to look upon with particular feeling [v]
	REGATHER AEEGHRRT to gather again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REGEARED ADEEEGRR REGEAR, to gear again [v]
	REGELATE AEEEGLRT to refreeze ice by reducing pressure [v -D, -TING, -S]
	REGIFTED DEEFGIRT REGIFT, to give gift one has received to someone else [v]
	REGIFTER EEFGIRRT one that regifts (to give gift one has received to someone else) [n -S]
	REGILDED DDEEGILR REGILD, to gild again [v]
	REGIVING EGGIINRV REGIVE, to give again [v]
	REGLOWED DEEGLORW REGLOW, to glow again [v]
	REGLUING EGGILNRU REGLUE, to glue again [v]
	REGROOVE EEGOORRV to groove again [v -D, -VING, -S]
	REGROWTH EGHORRTW new or second growth [n -S]
	REHABBED ABBDEEHR REHAB, to restore to good condition [v]
	REHABBER ABBEEHRR one that rehabs (to restore to good condition) [n -S]
	REHAMMER AEEHMMRR to hammer again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REHANDLE ADEEHLNR to handle again [v -D, -LING, -S]
	REHANGED ADEEGHNR REHANG, to hang again [v]
	REHARDEN ADEEHNRR to harden again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REHASHED ADEEHHRS REHASH, to hash again [v]
	REHASHES AEEHHRSS REHASH, to hash again [v]
	REHEARSE AEEEHRRS to practice in preparation for public appearance [v -D, -SING, -S]
	REHEATED ADEEEHRT REHEAT, to heat again [v]
	REHEATER AEEEHRRT one that reheats (to heat again) [n -S]
	REHEELED DEEEEHLR REHEEL, to heel again [v]
	REHEMMED DEEEHMMR REHEM, to hem again [v]
	REHIRING EGHIINRR REHIRE, to hire again [v]
	REIFYING EFGIINRY REIFY, to regard as real or concrete [v]
	REIGNING EGGIINNR REIGN, to exercise sovereign power [v]
	REIGNITE EEGIINRT to ignite again [v -D, -TING, -S]
	REIMPORT EIMOPRRT to import again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REIMPOSE EEIMOPRS to impose again [v -D, -SING, -S]
	REINCITE CEEIINRT to incite again [v -D, -TING, -S]
	REINDICT CDEIINRT to indict again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REINDUCE CDEEINRU to induce again [v -D, -CING, -S]
	REINDUCT CDEINRTU to induct again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REINFECT CEEFINRT to infect again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REINFORM EFIMNORR to inform again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REINFUSE EEFINRSU to infuse again [v -D, -SING, -S]
	REINJECT CEEIJNRT to inject again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REINJURE EEIJNRRU to injure again [v -D, -RING, -S]
	REINJURY EIJNRRUY second injury [n -RIES]
	REINKING EGIIKNNR REINK, to ink again [v]
	REINSERT EEINRRST to insert again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REINSURE EEINRRSU to insure again [v -D, -RING, -S]
	REINVADE ADEEINRV to invade again [v -D, -DING, -S]
	REINVENT EEINNRTV to invent again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REINVEST EEINRSTV to invest again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REINVITE EEIINRTV to invite again [v -D, -TING, -S]
	REINVOKE EEIKNORV to invoke again [v -D, -KING, -S]
	REISSUER EEIRRSSU one that reissues (to issue again) [n -S]
	REJACKET ACEEJKRT to jacket again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REJECTED CDEEEJRT REJECT, to refuse to accept, consider, or make use of [v]
	REJECTEE CEEEEJRT one that is rejected [n -S]
	REJECTER CEEEJRRT one that rejects (to refuse to accept, consider, or make use of) [n -S]
	REJECTOR CEEJORRT rejecter (one that rejects (to refuse to accept, consider, or make use of)) [n -S]
	REJIGGED DEEGGIJR REJIG, to rejigger (to alter (to make different)) [v]
	REJIGGER EEGGIJRR to alter (to make different) [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REJOICER CEEIJORR one that rejoices (to feel joyful) [n -S]
	REJOINED DEEIJNOR REJOIN, to join again [v]
	REJUGGLE EEGGJLRU to juggle again [v -D, -LING, -S]
	REKEYING EEGIKNRY REKEY, to key again [v]
	REKINDLE DEEIKLNR to kindle again [v -D, -LING, -S]
	RELACING ACEGILNR RELACE, to lace again [v]
	RELANDED ADDEELNR RELAND, to land again [v]
	RELAPSER AEELPRRS one that relapses (to fall or slip back into former state) [n -S]
	RELATING AEGILNRT RELATE, to give account of [v]
	RELATION AEILNORT significant association between two or more things [n -S]
	RELATIVE AEEILRTV one who is connected with another by blood or marriage [n -S]
	RELAUNCH ACEHLNRU to launch again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RELAXANT AAELNRTX drug that relieves muscular tension [n -S]
	RELAXING AEGILNRX RELAX, to make less tense or rigid [v]
	RELAYING AEGILNRY RELAY, to lay again [v]
	RELEASEE AEEEELRS one that is released [n -S]
	RELEASER AEEELRRS one that releases (to set free) [n -S]
	RELEASOR AEELORRS releaser (one that releases (to set free)) [n -S]
	RELEGATE AEEEGLRT to assign (to set apart for particular purpose) [v -D, -TING, -S]
	RELETTER EEELRRTT to letter again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RELIABLE ABEEILLR one that can be relied on [n -S]
	RELIABLY ABEILLRY in manner that can be relied on [adv]
	RELIANCE ACEEILNR confident or trustful dependence [n -S]
	RELIEVER EEEILRRV one that relieves (to lessen or free from pain or discomfort) [n -S]
	RELINING EGIILNNR RELINE, to line again [v]
	RELINKED DEEIKLNR RELINK, to link again [v]
	RELISHED DEEHILRS RELISH, to enjoy (to receive pleasure from) [v]
	RELISHES EEHILRSS RELISH, to enjoy (to receive pleasure from) [v]
	RELISTED DEEILRST RELIST, to list again [v]
	RELISTEN EEILNRST to listen again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RELIVING EGIILNRV RELIVE, to experience again [v]
	RELOADED ADDEELOR RELOAD, to load again [v]
	RELOADER ADEELORR one that reloads (to load again) [n -S]
	RELOANED ADEELNOR RELOAN, to loan again [v]
	RELOCATE ACEELORT to establish in new place [v -D, -TING, -S]
	RELOCKED CDEEKLOR RELOCK, to lock again [v]
	RELOOKED DEEKLOOR RELOOK, to look again [v]
	RELUCENT CEELNRTU reflecting light [adj]
	RELUCTED CDEELRTU RELUCT, to show opposition [v]
	RELUMINE EEILMNRU to relume (to light again) [v -D, -NING, -S]
	RELUMING EGILMNRU RELUME, to light again [v]
	REMAILED ADEEILMR REMAIL, to mail again [v]
	REMAILER AEEILMRR Internet service that forwards email anonymously [n -S]
	REMAINED ADEEIMNR REMAIN, to continue in same state [v]
	REMAKING AEGIKMNR REMAKE, to make again [v]
	REMANDED ADDEEMNR REMAND, to send back [v]
	REMANENT AEEMNNRT remaining [adj]
	REMANNED ADEEMNNR REMAN, to furnish with fresh supply of men [v]
	REMAPPED ADEEMPPR REMAP, to map again [v]
	REMARKED ADEEKMRR REMARK, to say or write briefly or casually [v]
	REMARKER AEEKMRRR one that remarks (to say or write briefly or casually) [n -S]
	REMARKET AEEKMRRT to market again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REMARQUE AEEMQRRU mark made in margin of engraved plate [n -S]
	REMASTER AEEMRRST to master again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REMATING AEGIMNRT REMATE, to mate again [v]
	REMEDIAL ADEEILMR intended to correct something [adj]
	REMEDIED DDEEEIMR REMEDY, to relieve or cure [v]
	REMEDIES DEEEIMRS REMEDY, to relieve or cure [v]
	REMELTED DEEELMRT REMELT, to melt again [v]
	REMEMBER BEEEMMRR to bring to mind again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REMENDED DDEEEMNR REMEND, to mend again [v]
	REMINDED DDEEIMNR REMIND, to cause to remember [v]
	REMINDER DEEIMNRR one that reminds (to cause to remember) [n -S]
	REMINTED DEEIMNRT REMINT, to melt down and make into new coin [v]
	REMISING EGIIMNRS REMISE, to give up claim to [v]
	REMISSLY EILMRSSY REMISS, careless (inattentive; negligent) [adv]
	REMITTAL AEILMRTT act of remitting (to send money in payment) [n -S]
	REMITTED DEEIMRTT REMIT, to send money in payment [v]
	REMITTER EEIMRRTT one that remits (to send money in payment) [n -S]
	REMITTOR EIMORRTT remitter (one that remits (to send money in payment)) [n -S]
	REMIXING EGIIMNRX REMIX, to mix again [v]
	REMODIFY DEFIMORY to modify again [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES]
	REMOLDED DDEELMOR REMOLD, to mold again [v]
	REMOTELY EELMORTY REMOTE, situated far away [adv]
	REMOTEST EEMORSTT REMOTE, situated far away [adj]
	REMOTION EIMNOORT act of removing (to take or move away) [n -S]
	REMOVING EGIMNORV REMOVE, to take or move away [v]
	RENAILED ADEEILNR RENAIL, to nail again [v]
	RENAMING AEGIMNNR RENAME, to name again [v]
	RENATURE AEENRRTU to restore natural qualities [v -D, -RING, -S]
	RENDERED DDEEENRR RENDER, to cause to be or become [v]
	RENEGING EEGGINNR RENEGE, to fail to carry out promise or commitment [v]
	RENEWALS AEELNRSW RENEWAL, act of renewing (to make new or as if new again) [n]
	RENEWING EEGINNRW RENEW, to make new or as if new again [v]
	RENIGGED DEEGGINR RENIG, to renege (to fail to carry out promise or commitment) [v]
	RENOTIFY EFINORTY to notify again [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES]
	RENOUNCE CEENNORU to disown (to deny ownership of) [v -D, -CING, -S]
	RENOVATE AEENORTV to make like new [v -D, -VING, -S]
	RENOWNED DEENNORW RENOWN, to make famous [v]
	RENUMBER BEEMNRRU to number again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REOBJECT BCEEJORT to object again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REOBTAIN ABEINORT to obtain again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REOCCUPY CCEOPRUY to occupy again [v -PIED, -ING, -PIES]
	REOFFEND DEEFFNOR to offend again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REOILING EGIILNOR REOIL, to oil again [v]
	REOPENED DEEENOPR REOPEN, to open again [v]
	REOPPOSE EEOOPPRS to oppose again [v -D, -SING, -S]
	REORDAIN ADEINORR to ordain again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REORGING EGGINORR REORG, to reorganize (to organize again) [v]
	REORIENT EEINORRT to orient again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REOUTFIT EFIORTTU to outfit again [v -TTED, -TTING, -S]
	REPACIFY ACEFIPRY to pacify again [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES]
	REPACKED ACDEEKPR REPACK, to pack again [v]
	REPAIRED ADEEIPRR REPAIR, to restore to good condition [v]
	REPAIRER AEEIPRRR one that repairs (to restore to good condition) [n -S]
	REPANDLY ADELNPRY REPAND, having wavy margin [adv]
	REPARKED ADEEKPRR REPARK, to park again [v]
	REPARTEE AEEEPRRT quick, witty reply [n -S]
	REPASSED ADEEPRSS REPASS, to pass again [v]
	REPASSES AEEPRSSS REPASS, to pass again [v]
	REPAVING AEGINPRV REPAVE, to pave again [v]
	REPAYING AEGINPRY REPAY, to pay back [v]
	REPEALED ADEEELPR REPEAL, to revoke (to annul by taking back) [v]
	REPEALER AEEELPRR one that repeals (to revoke (to annul by taking back)) [n -S]
	REPEATED ADEEEPRT REPEAT, to say or do again [v]
	REPEATER AEEEPRRT one that repeats (to say or do again) [n -S]
	REPEGGED DEEEGGPR REPEG, to peg again [v]
	REPELLED DEEELLPR REPEL, to drive back [v]
	REPELLER EEELLPRR one that repels (to drive back) [n -S]
	REPENTED DEEENPRT REPENT, to feel remorse or self-reproach for past action [v]
	REPENTER EEENPRRT one that repents (to feel remorse or self-reproach for past action) [n -S]
	REPEOPLE EEELOPPR to people again [v -D, -LING, -S]
	REPERKED DEEEKPRR REPERK, to perk again [v]
	REPETEND DEEENPRT phrase or sound that is repeated [n -S]
	REPHRASE AEEHPRRS to phrase again [v -D, -SING, -S]
	REPINING EGIINNPR REPINE, to express discontent [v]
	REPINNED DEEINNPR REPIN, to pin again [v]
	REPLACER ACEELPRR one that replaces (to take place of) [n -S]
	REPLAYED ADEELPRY REPLAY, to play again [v]
	REPLEDGE DEEEGLPR to pledge again [v -D, -GING, -S]
	REPLEVIN EEILNPRV to replevy (to regain possession of by legal action) [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REPLICON CEILNOPR section of nucleic* acid that replicates as unit [n -S]
	REPLOWED DEELOPRW REPLOW, to plow again [v]
	REPLUNGE EEGLNPRU to plunge again [v -D, -GING, -S]
	REPLYING EGILNPRY REPLY, to answer (to say, write, or act in return) [v]
	REPOLISH EHILOPRS to polish again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REPOLLED DEELLOPR REPOLL, to poll again [v]
	REPORTED DEEOPRRT REPORT, to give account of [v]
	REPORTER EEOPRRRT one that reports (to give account of) [n -S]
	REPOSING EGINOPRS REPOSE, to lie at rest [v]
	REPOTTED DEEOPRTT REPOT, to pot again [v]
	REPOURED DEEOPRRU REPOUR, to pour again [v]
	REPOUSSE EEOPRSSU raised design hammered in metal [n -S]
	REPRIEVE EEEIPRRV to postpone punishment of [v -D, -VING, -S]
	REPRISAL AEILPRRS act of retaliation [n -S]
	REPROACH ACEHOPRR to find fault with [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REPROVAL AELOPRRV reproof (criticism for fault) [n -S]
	REPROVER EEOPRRRV one that reproves (to rebuke (to criticize sharply)) [n -S]
	REPUGNED DEEGNPRU REPUGN, to oppose (to be in contention or conflict with) [v]
	REPULSER EELPRRSU one that repulses (to drive back) [n -S]
	REPUMPED DEEMPPRU REPUMP, to pump again [v]
	REPURIFY EFIPRRUY to purify again [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES]
	REPURSUE EEPRRSUU to pursue again [v -D, -UING, -S]
	REPUTING EGINPRTU REPUTE, to consider to be as specified [v]
	REQUIRER EEIQRRRU one that requires (to have need of) [n -S]
	REQUITAL AEILQRTU something given in return, compensation, or retaliation [n -S]
	REQUITED DEEIQRTU REQUITE, to make equivalent return for [v]
	REQUITER EEIQRRTU one that requites (to make equivalent return for) [n -S]
	RERACKED ACDEEKRR RERACK, to rack again [v]
	RERECORD CDEEORRR to record again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REREMIND DEEIMNRR to remind again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RERENTED DEEENRRT RERENT, to rent again [v]
	REREPEAT AEEEPRRT to repeat again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REREVIEW EEEIRRVW to review again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RERIGGED DEEGGIRR RERIG, to rig again [v]
	RERISING EGIINRRS RERISE, to rise again [v]
	REROLLED DEELLORR REROLL, to roll again [v]
	REROLLER EELLORRR one that rerolls (to roll again) [n -S]
	REROOFED DEEFOORR REROOF, to roof again [v]
	RESADDLE ADDEELRS to saddle again [v -D, -LING, -S]
	RESAILED ADEEILRS RESAIL, to sail again [v]
	RESALUTE AEELRSTU to salute again [v -D, -TING, -S]
	RESAMPLE AEELMPRS to sample again [v -D, -LING, -S]
	RESAWING AEGINRSW RESAW, RESEE, to see again [v]
	RESAYING AEGINRSY RESAY, to say again [v]
	RESCHOOL CEHLOORS to school again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RESCREEN CEEENRRS to screen again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RESCRIPT CEIPRRST something rewritten [n -S]
	RESCUING CEGINRSU RESCUE, to free from danger [v]
	RESCULPT CELPRSTU to sculpt again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RESEALED ADEEELRS RESEAL, to seal again [v]
	RESEARCH ACEEHRRS to investigate thoroughly [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RESEASON AEENORSS to season again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RESEATED ADEEERST RESEAT, to seat again [v]
	RESECTED CDEEERST RESECT, to excise part of organ or structure surgically [v]
	RESECURE CEEERRSU to secure again [v -D, -RING, -S]
	RESEEDED DDEEEERS RESEED, to seed again [v]
	RESEEING EEEGINRS RESEE, to see again [v]
	RESELECT CEEELRST to select again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RESELLER EEELLRRS one that resells (to sell again) [n -S]
	RESEMBLE BEEELMRS to be similar to [v -D, -LING, -S]
	RESENTED DEEENRST RESENT, RESEND, to send again [v]
	RESERVER EEERRRSV one that reserves (to keep back for future use) [n -S]
	RESETTER EEERRSTT one that resets (to set again) [n -S]
	RESETTLE EEELRSTT to settle again [v -D, -LING, -S]
	RESEWING EEGINRSW RESEW, to sew again [v]
	RESHAPER AEEHPRRS one that reshapes something [n -S]
	RESHOWED DEEHORSW RESHOW, to show again [v]
	RESHOWER EEHORRSW to shower again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RESIDENT DEEINRST one who resides [n -S]
	RESIDING DEGIINRS RESIDE, to dwell permanently or continuously [v]
	RESIDUAL ADEILRSU something left over [n -S]
	RESIDUUM DEIMRSUU residue (something remaining after removal of part) [n -UA, -S]
	RESIFTED DEEFIRST RESIFT, to sift again [v]
	RESIGNED DEEGINRS RESIGN, to give up one's office or position [v]
	RESIGNER EEGINRRS one that resigns (to give up one's office or position) [n -S]
	RESILING EGIILNRS RESILE, to spring back [v]
	RESILVER EEILRRSV to silver again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RESISTED DEEIRSST RESIST, to strive against [v]
	RESISTER EEIRRSST one that resists (to strive against) [n -S]
	RESISTOR EIORRSST device in electric circuit [n -S]
	RESITING EGIINRST RESITE, to site again [v]
	RESIZING EGIINRSZ RESIZE, to size again [v]
	RESKETCH CEEHKRST to sketch again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RESMOOTH EHMOORST to smooth again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RESOAKED ADEEKORS RESOAK, to soak again [v]
	RESODDED DDDEEORS RESOD, to sod again [v]
	RESOFTEN EEFNORST to soften again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RESOLDER DEELORRS to solder again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RESOLING EGILNORS RESOLE, to sole again [v]
	RESOLUTE EELORSTU characterized by firmness or determination [adj -R, -ST] / one who is resolute [n -S]
	RESOLVER EELORRSV one that resolves (to make firm decision about) [n -S]
	RESONANT AENNORST resounding sound [n -S]
	RESONATE AEENORST to resound (to make loud, long, or echoing sound) [v -D, -TING, -S]
	RESORBED BDEEORRS RESORB, to absorb again [v]
	RESORTED DEEORRST RESORT, to go frequently or habitually [v]
	RESORTER EEORRRST one that resorts (to go frequently or habitually) [n -S]
	RESOUGHT EGHORSTU RESEEK, to seek again [v]
	RESOURCE CEEORRSU to provide with supplies [v -D, -CING, -S]
	RESOWING EGINORSW RESOW, to sow again [v]
	RESPLICE CEEILPRS to splice again [v -D, -CING, -S]
	RESPONSA AENOPRSS written rabbinic decisions [n RESPONSA]
	RESPONSE EENOPRSS reply or reaction [n -S]
	RESPREAD ADEEPRRS to spread again [v RESPREAD, -ING, -S]
	RESPRING EGINPRRS to spring again [v -RANG, -RUNG, -ING, -S]
	RESPROUT EOPRRSTU to sprout again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RESTABLE ABEELRST to stable again [v -D, -LING, -S]
	RESTACKS ACEKRSST RESTACK, to stack again [v]
	RESTITCH CEHIRSTT to stitch again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RESTORAL AELORRST act of restoring (to bring back to former or original condition) [n -S]
	RESTORER EEORRRST one that restores (to bring back to former or original condition) [n -S]
	RESTRAIN AEINRRST to hold back from action [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RESTRESS EERRSSST to stress again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RESTRICT CEIRRSTT to keep within certain boundaries [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RESTRIKE EEIKRRST to strike again [v -ICKEN, -RUCK, -KING, -S]
	RESTRING EGINRRST to string again [v , -RUNG, -GING, -S]
	RESTRIVE EEIRRSTV to strive again [v -N, -ROVE, -VING, -S]
	RESUBMIT BEIMRSTU to submit again [v -TTED, -TTING, -S]
	RESULTED DEELRSTU RESULT, to occur as consequence [v]
	RESUMING EGIMNRSU RESUME, to take up again after interruption [v]
	RESUMMON EMMNORSU to summon again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RESUPINE EEINPRSU lying on back [adj]
	RESUPPLY ELPPRSUY to supply again [v -LIED, -ING, -LIES]
	RESURVEY EERRSUVY to survey again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RETACKED ACDEEKRT RETACK, to tack again [v]
	RETACKLE ACEEKLRT to tackle again [v -D, -LING, -S]
	RETAGGED ADEEGGRT RETAG, to tag again [v]
	RETAILED ADEEILRT RETAIL, to sell in small quantities [v]
	RETAILER AEEILRRT one that retails (to sell in small quantities) [n -S]
	RETAILOR AEILORRT to tailor again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RETAINED ADEEINRT RETAIN, to keep possession of [v]
	RETAINER AEEINRRT one that retains (to keep possession of) [n -S]
	RETAKING AEGIKNRT RETAKE, to take back [v]
	RETAPING AEGINPRT RETAPE, to tape again [v]
	RETARDED ADDEERRT RETARD, to slow progress of [v]
	RETARDER ADEERRRT one that retards (to slow progress of) [n -S]
	RETARGET AEEGRRTT to target again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RETAXING AEGINRTX RETAX, to tax again [v]
	RETEAMED ADEEEMRT RETEAM, to team again [v]
	RETELLER EEELLRRT one who tells something again [n -S]
	RETEMPER EEEMPRRT to temper again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RETESTED DEEERSTT RETEST, to test again [v]
	RETHREAD ADEEHRRT to thread again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RETICENT CEEINRTT tending to be silent [adj]
	RETIEING EEGIINRT RETIE, to tie again [v]
	RETILING EGIILNRT RETILE, to tile again [v]
	RETIMING EGIIMNRT RETIME, to time again [v]
	RETINTED DEEINRTT RETINT, to tint again [v]
	RETIRANT AEINRRTT retiree (one who has retired from his vocation) [n -S]
	RETIRING EGIINRRT shy (timid (lacking courage or self-confidence)) [adj] / RETIRE, to go away or withdraw [v]
	RETOOLED DEELOORT RETOOL, to reequip with tools [v]
	RETORTED DEEORRTT RETORT, to answer back sharply [v]
	RETORTER EEORRRTT one that retorts (to answer back sharply) [n -S]
	RETRACER ACEERRRT one that retraces (to go back over) [n -S]
	RETRENCH CEEHNRRT to curtail (to cut short) [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RETRIALS AEILRRST RETRIAL, second trial [n]
	RETRIEVE EEEIRRTV to get back [v -D, -VING, -S]
	RETRYING EGINRRTY RETRY, to try again [v]
	RETUNING EGINNRTU RETUNE, to tune again [v]
	RETURNED DEENRRTU RETURN, to come or go back [v]
	RETURNEE EEENRRTU one that has returned [n -S]
	RETURNER EENRRRTU one that returns (to come or go back) [n -S]
	RETYPING EGINPRTY RETYPE, to type again [v]
	REUNITER EEINRRTU one that reunites (to unite again) [n -S]
	REUPTAKE AEEKPRTU reabsorption of chemical into cell that released it [n -S]
	REUSABLE ABEELRSU something that can be reused [n -S]
	REVAMPED ADEEMPRV REVAMP, to make over [v]
	REVAMPER AEEMPRRV one that revamps (to make over) [n -S]
	REVANCHE ACEEHNRV political policy designed to regain lost territory [n -S]
	REVEALED ADEEELRV REVEAL, to make known [v]
	REVEALER AEEELRRV one that reveals (to make known) [n -S]
	REVEHENT EEEHNRTV carrying back [adj]
	REVEILLE EEEILLRV morning bugle call [n -S]
	REVENANT AEENNRTV one that returns (to come or go back) [n -S]
	REVENGER EEEGNRRV one that revenges (to inflict injury in return for) [n -S]
	REVENUAL AEELNRUV REVENUE, income of government [adj]
	REVENUER EEENRRUV  revenue officer [n -S]
	REVERBED BDEEERRV REVERB, to continue in series of echoes [v]
	REVERIFY EEFIRRVY to verify again [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES]
	REVERSAL AEELRRSV act of reversing (to turn or move in opposite direction) [n -S]
	REVERSER EEERRRSV one that reverses (to turn or move in opposite direction) [n -S]
	REVERTED DEEERRTV REVERT, to return to former state [v]
	REVERTER EEERRRTV one that reverts (to return to former state) [n -S]
	REVESTED DEEERSTV REVEST, to vest again [v]
	REVETTED DEEERTTV REVET, to face with masonry [v]
	REVIEWAL AEEILRVW act of reviewing (to view again) [n -S]
	REVIEWED DEEEIRVW REVIEW, to view again [v]
	REVIEWER EEEIRRVW one that reviews (to view again) [n -S]
	REVILING EGIILNRV act of denouncing with abusive language [n -S] / REVILE, to denounce with abusive language [v]
	REVISING EGIINRSV REVISE, to make new or improved version of [v]
	REVISION EIINORSV revised version [n -S]
	REVISORY EIORRSVY pertaining to revision (revised version) [adj]
	REVIVIFY EFIIRVVY to give new life to [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES]
	REVIVING EGIINRVV REVIVE, to bring back to life or consciousness [v]
	REVOKING EGIKNORV REVOKE, to annul by taking back [v]
	REVOLTED DEELORTV REVOLT, to rise up against authority [v]
	REVOLTER EELORRTV one that revolts (to rise up against authority) [n -S]
	REVOLUTE EELORTUV rolled backward or downward [adj]
	REVOLVER EELORRVV type of handgun (small firearm) [n -S]
	REVOTING EGINORTV REVOTE, to vote again [v]
	REWAKING AEGIKNRW REWAKE, to wake again [v]
	REWARDED ADDEERRW REWARD, to give recompense to for worthy behavior [v]
	REWARDER ADEERRRW one that rewards (to give recompense to for worthy behavior) [n -S]
	REWARMED ADEEMRRW REWARM, to warm again [v]
	REWASHED ADEEHRSW REWASH, to wash again [v]
	REWASHES AEEHRSSW REWASH, to wash again [v]
	REWAXING AEGINRWX REWAX, to wax again [v]
	REWEDDED DDDEEERW REWED, to wed again [v]
	REWELDED DDEEELRW REWELD, to weld again [v]
	REWETTED DEEERTTW REWET, to wet again [v]
	REWINDED DDEEINRW REWIND, to wind again [v]
	REWINDER DEEINRRW one that rewinds (to wind again) [n -S]
	REWIRING EGIINRRW REWIRE, to wire again [v]
	REWORDED DDEEORRW REWORD, to state again in other words [v]
	REWORKED DEEKORRW REWORK, to work again [v]
	REWRITER EEIRRRTW one that rewrites (to write again) [n -S]
	REZEROED DEEEORRZ REZERO, to reset (gauge) back to zero [v]
	REZEROES EEEORRSZ REZERO, to reset (gauge) back to zero [v]
	REZONING EGINNORZ act of rezoning [n -S] / REZONE, to zone again [v]

